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Abstract 
This work is comprised of two separate computational projects, an evaluation of the 
validity of an assumption made when computing absolute gas phase acidities with a 
thermochemical cycle and a molecular-orbital study of protonated ammonia-water clusters ions. 
Relative gas phase acidities are measured experimentally and then adjusted using Hess' 
law to align them with an absolute scale. In the Hess' law calculation it is assumed that the 
electron affinity of A• and the ionization energy of H• are independent of temperature. To test 
this assumption, absolute enthalpies were computed for the anion (A") and the radical (A•) at 298 
K and 0 K. The difference in these values is our criterion for evaluating the validity of the 
assumption. For most of the species examined, the temperature effect is smaller than the known 
experimental uncertainties in the thermochemical data. 
Protonated ammonia-water clusters are present in the atmosphere and are representative 
of a class of matter with properties that are intermediate between those of individual gas phase 
molecules and liquid phase molecules. These clusters build up solvent shells by sequential 
addition of solvent molecules to the central ion, and there is some question about whether the first 
solvent shell is filled before additional shells are started. This work suggests that there may be a 
mixture of structural isomers present in the equilibrium population of some of these cluster ions. 
Basis set superposition error corrections were not a factor in determining the relative 
stability of the isomeric structures. 
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Introduction 
The study of gas phase chemistry is of interest not only because it is applicable to a 
significant portion of our everyday environment, but also because it serves as a roadmap to 
developing more accurate liquid phase models. By investigating how gas phase systems interact 
to form clusters, concepts relevant to the behavior of molecules in liquids may be developed. 
Cluster ions are produced when solvent molecules are oriented around a central ion in layers 
known as solvent shells. As more solvent molecules are added, more shells become filled and a 
cluster develops. To approximate liquid behavior, thousands of solvent molecules are needed. 
The first part of this work focuses on evaluating solvent-free acidities of gas phase molecules, 
whereas the second part addresses the properties of protonated ammonia-water cluster ions. 
Gas Phase Acidities 
Gas phase acidity (GP A) is strictly defined as the free energy change for the gas phase 
reaction in which an acid AH dissociates into a proton and the corresponding anion A". However, 
the enthalpy change for the reaction is often loosely termed the gas phase acidity. Absolute gas 
phase acidities are much more difficult to measure experimentally than are relative gas phase 
acidities. In order to anchor relative GP As to an absolute scale, a thermochemical cycle (Scheme 
I) is used that relates the enthalpy of acidity ~Hacid(AH) to the bond dissociation energy of the A-
H bond BDE(A-H), the ionization energy of the hydrogen atom IE(H•) and the electron affinity of 
the radical EA(A• ). This relationship follows 
AH l BDE(A-H) l -EA(Aj 
A• + H~ A• + H+ + e-
Scheme I. The thermochemical1 cycle used to compute absolute gas phase acidities. 
Enthalpies of acidity L\Hacid(AH) are generally reported at 298 K. However, the 
ionization energy of the hydrogen atom and the electron affinity of the radical are generally 
reported at 0 K. In practice, the IE and EA values are not corrected to 298 K. It is implicitly 
assumed that the temperature dependencies of the ionization energy and electron affinity are 
small enough to be neglected.2 
Scheme I currently finds application in not only the construction industry, but the 
automotive and agricultural industries as well. Strong acids tend to be highly corrosive, and 
several strong acids are trace components of the atmosphere. Prediction of gas phase enthalpies 
of acidity leads to a better understanding of how to protect buildings, monuments and vehicles 
from damaging pollutants. Building materials can be chosen or coatings can be used to prevent 
degradation or at the very least greatly slow it. 
A wide variety of recent work has been done to determine gas phase acidities. Robinson 
et al. 3 have studied the small organic molecules allene, methylacetylene and the propargyl radical 
in an effort to deduce whether isomerization (proton rearrangement) occurs in the gas phase. 
Large molecules such as C60H have been investigated by reacting them with small molecules 
with known gas phase basicities. 4 Passing the bases over the solid fullerene in ascending order of 
their basicities and watching for proton transfer to occur leads to an upper and lower bound for 
the gas phase acidity of the fullerene. Precursors of explosive materials5 have been studied in an 
effort to deduce their long-term stability in air.6 Decouzon et al.7 have determined the gas phase 
acidity and acidic site for acetohydroxamic acid. Solid surfaces can be studied in the same 
fashion as the solid fullerene, by passing a gaseous base over the surface. Silica is a well-known 
particulate material with several types of silanol groups on the surface. Each type of silanol has 
an associated acidity based upon its local environment. Using the techniques described above, 
Damrauer et al. 8 have determined the gas phase acidity of the various silanol groups to facilitate 
the use of silica as a catalyst. Although gas phase acidities are primarily experimentally 
determined, theoreticians have examined difficult to synthesize or extremely reactive species such 
2 
as ethynol.9 
The primary focus of our work was to test the assumption that the temperature correction 
terms can be ignored. In order to do this, equilibrium geometries and vibrational frequencies 
have been determined. The difference in the enthalpies of the anion and radical at 298 K vs. 0 K 
were evaluated to validate or invalidate the assumption. 
Protonated Ammonia-Water Cluster Ions 
It is commonly known that much of the gas phase pollution generated in Illinois finds its 
way to Ohio. Pollutant molecules are incorporated into the solvent shells of gas phase cluster 
ions, transported to sites far removed from their point of origin and released back into the 
atmosphere. The mobilities of cluster ions depend on their size and shape. In this work, we are 
investigating the structures and stabilities of (NH3)n(H20)mH\ n + m = 5, cluster ions to gain 
insight into the physical and chemical properties of mixed cluster ions. 
Both of the positively charged species NH/ and H30+ are present in the troposphere. 
Neutral molecules solvate these ions via hydrogen bonding. For some cluster ions this solvation 
occurs in distinct layers, 10•11 •12 whereas for others there is evidence that outer shells are built up 
before the inner shells are filled. 13 The consensus is that H30+(H20)n and NH/(NH3)m both have 
distinct solvent shells.14 Mixed solvent systems are not as easily studied and are still under 
debate. 
For each value of n + m considered in this work, several connectivities of the H20 and 
NH3 molecules were examined (see next section). Equilibrium structures and vibrational 
frequencies were computed for each connectivity at both the Hartree-Fock and post-Hartree-Fock 
levels of theory. Single-point energies were then calculated with a range of basis sets to 
determine the level of theory required to consistently reproduce experimental hydrogen bond 
strengths. For a given solvated complex with multiple hydrogen bonds, the strength of each 
interaction can be ascertained by subtraction using the formula: 
3 
~H-Bond = ECluster -EFragment -ECluster-Fragment (1) 
This formula was applied to every cluster ion with either water or ammonia as the 
fragment. Basis set superposition errors were corrected with the counterpoise method. Energies 
were converted to enthalpies and free energies to assess whether more than one isomeric form is 
likely to contribute to the equilibrium population of a particular cluster. 
Cluster ions have been studied by a number ofresearch groups in recent years. Much of 
the experimental work described below was performed with pulsed high-pressure mass 
spectrometry .15 Inorganic species have been observed to form cluster ions of several types. 
Metal halides dissociate to yield a positive metal center, which attracts polar solvent molecules. 
Ca2+ forms clusters with ethanol upon irradiation with UV light.16 Alkali metals in general 
combine with halides to form clusters ions17 of the form (M0 +1X0t and (M0 X0 +1f Salts have 
been widely studied in crystalline form as well as in solution. Michaelian18 has examined a small 
cluster of Na+ and er ions to determine the lowest energy packing geometry. Carbocations are of 
interest as possible transition states for SN 1 reactions. Various carbocations have been studied, 
but the most common is cyclic C24 +. Clusters of C24 + and acrylonitrile19 have a well-defined 
periodicity. Clusters with n = 4k + 1 are especially stable, where n is the number of acrylonitrile 
molecules added. A similar set of clusters was examined by Guo et al. 20 Acrylonitrile will form 
clusters with itself 21 of the form (CH2CHCN)0+ where n = 3-10. Other types of information can 
be gleaned from these techniques. Cabarcos et al.22 determined unimolecular rate constants of 
Na+(CH30H)0 where n = 1-8. The rate constants were used to compute internal energy 
distributions within the cluster. Ionic clusters tend to have certain solvent to ion ratios with 
unusual stability. The hydronium ion forms clusters with the alcohols CH30H, CH3CH20H, 
(CH3) 2CHOH and CH3CH2CH20H with a characteristic set of magic numbers.23 Hiraoka et al. 24 
studied molecular hydrogen interaction energies with the N2W ion. They found that the binding 
energy of the hydrogen molecule decreased inconsistently with increasing cluster size. Structural 
4 
isomers were also reported to exist in the temperature range of 40-65 K. More closely related to 
our work, Shin, Deleon and Garvey25 have investigated NO+(NH3) 0 clusters with n = 3-28 and 
found a distinctive magic number at twelve. Other researchers used an inert gas to prevent 
(H20)0 + clusters from fragmenting prior to reaching the detector. The absorbed inert gas rapidly 
evaporates from the cluster removing the excess energy and increasing the lifetime of the ionized 
cluster. These clusters are cationic but unprotonated and have the same general structure as 
neutral water-water clusters. 26 
Nomenclature 
The IUPAC naming scheme does not extend to cluster ions. Thus, we have developed a 
convention for specifying the connectivity between the components of these ions. Beginning 
with either the protonated ammonia (N) or water (W) core ion and branching out from each 
hydrogen bonding site, a set of chains of neutral water (0) and ammonia (A) can be visualized. 
Some examples of cluster ions with their associated designations are given in diagram 1. Each of 
the four possible isomeric combinations of the component molecules are represented in the 
diagram. The first structure has all of the solvent molecules in the first solvent shell, and each 
chain extending from the central ion is denoted with parentheses. The second system has an 
unfilled solvent shell, which is indicated by linearly connecting two water molecules in one of the 
chains (00). The third isomer has a ring structure, and this is represented by tracing the ring 
from one side to the other. The "r" at the end of the chain distinguishes the ring connectivity 
from that of an extended linear chain. The brackets in the designation for structure 4 denote that 
this structure is branched. The water molecule at which the branching occurs is written first 
inside the brackets, and then each chain off the water is represented with the usual notation. 
Structures 5 and 6 are included for completeness. In this way, any cluster structure can be 
























Diagram 1. Convention for designating cluster ion connectivities. 
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II. Methods - General Theory 
The application of computational chemistry involves calculating the electronic structure 
and properties of molecules. In order to do this, one must specify the level of theory, choose a 
basis set and provide a set of nuclear coordinates. 
Quantum Mechanics 
The goal of computational chemistry is to determine physical observables 
computationally rather than experimentally. One of the observables of particular importance is 
the molecular energy. The molecular energy is obtained by solving the SchrOdinger equation, 
A 
which is given in its simplest form in Equation 2. Here H is the Hamiltonian operator which 
operates on the molecular wavefunction 'I', and Eis the energy of the molecule. Once the 
wavefunction and molecular energy are known, a number of other molecular properties can be 
determined. This is done either by evaluating the expectation value for the appropriate operator 
or by examining the variation of energy with respect to a molecular parameter such as bond 
length. 
The Hamiltonian operator can be broken down into two components, the kinetic and 
A A 
potential energy operators, T and V respectively. The kinetic and potential energy operators 
are defined below, where the sums are over both the nuclei and the electrons and ei is the charge 
of the particle. 
A 
lf¥ = E'1' (2) 




I J !/ 
(5) 
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Using these definitions for the operators neglects several factors, which can contribute to the 
energy, such as relativistic and magnetic effects. For small atoms such as nitrogen and oxygen it 
is valid to ignore these contributions. 
The Born-Oppenheimer Approximation 
Since exact analytical solutions to the Schrodinger equation can be found only for two-
particle systems, several simplifying assumptions are customarily made to find approximate 
solutions to the many-electron Schrodinger equation. The first of these assumptions is the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation. This approximation states that since the nuclei are so massive 
compared to the electrons, the nuclei can be considered fixed during the calculation of the 
electronic energy. This assumption greatly simplifies both equations 4 and 5 by allowing the 
kinetic energy of the nuclei to be neglected and the repulsion between the nuclei to be considered 
constant (last term in Equation 7). Equations 4 and 5 now become 
felec = -(_!!__JelectrflllS(~ + ~ + ~J 
s1l' 2m I,. ax~ ~.~ az~ 
I V.)'I I 
(6) 
elec/rollS nuclei z e 2 electrons electrons e 2 nuclei nuclei z z e 2 
V= L I-s + L L -+ L L s 1 
i s ris i i rii s 1 Rs, 
(7) 
The Orbital Approximation 
With the nuclei fixed in space, the problem then becomes one of describing the motion of 
the electrons. The many-electron wavefunction <I> depends on the spatial and spin coordinates of 
all of the electrons. In the orbital approximation, the electrons are assumed to be non-interacting, 
and the simplest many-electron wavefunction is written as a product of one-electron functions. 
Such a product is termed a Hartree product, and the one-electron functions are termed spin 
orbitals. Each spin orbital is the product of a molecular orbital and a spin function, \!li(x, y, z) 
ro(~). The molecular orbitals are solutions of an equation with the same form as Equation 1, for 
which the Hamiltonian operator is a one-electron operator. The square of the molecular orbital 
8 
(\l'i2) is interpreted as the probability of finding electron i at a given set of coordinates in space. 
The expectation value of the one-electron Hamiltonian operator is the orbital energy or the energy 
of an electron in the given orbital. 
The Hartree product is not acceptable as the many-electron wavefunction <I> because it 
does not take into account the indistinguishability of the electrons, i.e. the Hartree product does 
not satisfy the antisymmetry principle. This principle states that <I> must be antisymmetric 
(change sign) ifthe spatial and spin coordinates of any two electrons are interchanged. To 
overcome this deficiency, the many-electron wavefunction is expressed as a determinant of spin 
orbitals and is often referred to as a Slater determinant. For single Slater determinants, the 
motion of electrons with parallel spins is correlated but the motion of electrons with antiparallel 
spins is not. For this reason, a single Slater determinant is customarily referred to as an 
uncorrelated wavefunction. 
The Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals Approximation 
At this point, the problem of determining the many-electron wavefunction has been 
reduced to finding the most stable set of molecular orbitals for the system of interest. This is the 
heart of computational chemistry and what drives the efficiency and accuracy of the calculations. 
In most of the applications of MO theory currently in use, a further restriction is imposed on the 
construction of the one-electron molecular orbitals. In the linear combination of atomic orbitals 
(LCAO) method, each atom's atomic orbitals or basis functions are added together with a 
weighting coefficient to generate the molecular orbitals. 
N 
\}Ii = L Cu/Pu (8) 
u=I 
Here the Cui are the molecular orbital expansion coefficients and the ~u are a known, fixed set of 
atomic orbital functions called the basis functions. Now the problem of determining the form of 




Two types of basis set functions are commonly used, Slater-type orbitals (STOs) or 
gaussian-type functions. Normalized STOs have the form shown in equations 9 and 10 for the 1 s 
and 2s orbitals, respectively; gaussian functions have the form shown in Equation 11 for s-
orbitals. 
for the 1 s orbital (9) 
( igs JYi (-i; 'J </J2s = 3;1' r exp -;f- for the 2s orbital (10) 
(2a)X ( ) gs(a,r)= -;; exp-ar 2 for s orbitals (11) 
Here 4> is the atomic orbital and ; and a. are constants determining the size of the orbital. The 
orbital exponents; and a. must be optimized separately for each type of atom. 
Although STOs describe the qualitative features of the molecular wavefunctions more 
correctly than gaussian functions, calculating two-electron integrals is difficult and time-
consuming with STOs. To reduce the computational load while maintaining the STO shape, the 
gaussian functions are fit to STOs. The gaussian functions are combined in a linear fashion as 
given in Equation 12. 
(12) 
s 
Here dus is a coefficient that is fixed for a given orbital of a given atom and gs is the primitive 
gaussian. These linear combinations are called contracted gaussians. 
Minimal basis sets are expanded by incorporating basis functions of higher energy and 
higher angular momentum. Basis sets are commonly expanded by splitting the valence orbitals 
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and by adding polarization and/or diffuse functions. 
In a split-valence basis set, the valence orbitals are split into two components, one larger 
and one smaller than the original function. Thus, the size of a valence orbital can be varied 
depending upon the environment by adjusting the contribution of the two parts. This size 
adjustment allows for expansion or contraction of the bond lengths between atoms. Split valence 
basis sets for hydrogen and carbon can be represented as: 1 s, 1 s' for hydrogen and 1 s, 2s, 2s', 
2px, 2px', 2py, 2py', 2pz, 2pz' for carbon. 
Polarization functions are atomic orbitals with a higher angular momentum quantum 
number than the orbitals that comprise the minimal or split-valence basis sets for an atom. By 
adding polarization functions to the basis set, electronic charge can be displaced away from the 
nuclear positions. The higher angular momentum orbitals can constructively add on one side of 
the nucleus and destructively add on the other. This can account for the induction of dipoles 
across the atom during bond formation. Examples of polarization basis sets are: 1 s, 2px, 2py, 2pz 
for hydrogen and 1 s, 2s, 2px, 2py, 2pz, 3dzy, 3dyz, 3dxz, 3d/_/, 3d/ for carbon. 
Finally, the addition of diffuse functions provides a basis set that is better suited for 
species with electron density far removed from the atomic centers. These functions are 
particularly important in calculations involving anions or hydrogen bonded systems. In practice, 
diffuse functions are sets of s and p orbitals or sets of s, p and d orbitals with large radii. The 
effect of diffuse functions can be less dramatic for third-row atoms vs. second-row atoms as well 
as for larger basis sets. The valence regions of the larger atoms and basis sets are inherently more 
diffuse. 
A generalized notation has been developed to designate the basis set that is used in a 
calculation, namely x-yyy++G(ndmf,kp/d). Here x is the number of primitive gaussians assigned 
to the core orbitals. Current methods generally use 3, 4 or 6 for x meaning 3,4 or 6 gaussian 
functions are summed to approximate core STOs. The y's indicate how the valence orbitals are 
expanded. Common basis sets use 21, 31 or 311 to indicate the number of primitive gaussians 
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assigned to each valence orbital in the split-valence basis set. For 311, each valence orbital has 
been split into a set of three basis functions. One of the basis functions is a contracted orbital and 
has three primitive gaussians assigned to it, whereas the other two basis functions are 
uncontracted and have a single gaussian assigned to each. The parentheses indicate that 
polarization functions have been included in the basis set. The terms before the comma apply to 
second and higher row atoms and correspond to blending of n sets of d-orbitals into the p-orbitals 
and m sets off-orbitals into the d-orbitals. The terms after the comma apply to the hydrogens and 
correspond to blending k sets of p-orbitals into the s-orbitals and I sets of d-orbitals into the p-
orbitals. The G simply means that gaussian functions are fit to STOs. The first plus denotes that 
diffuse functions have been added to all non-hydrogen atoms and the second plus denotes that 
diffuse functions have been added to the hydrogens. Using this notation, a common basis set is 
designated 6-31 G( d). This basis set uses six gaussian primitives for each core orbital; each 
valence orbital is split in two and the contracted orbital uses three gaussians whereas the outer 
orbital uses one. Polarization functions have been included for second row and higher elements. 
Dunning and coworkers27'28'29•30•31 have developed another series of basis sets that have 
been optimized for use with electron correlation methods. One advantageous feature of the 
correlation consistent basis sets is that the number of both valence and polarization functions is 
systematically increased as the basis set size is increased. These basis sets have the formal 
notation of [ aug[']-]cc-p VXZ[ + ], which denotes a correlation consistent - polarized split-valence, 
X zeta basis set. The X indicates the number of functions into which the valence orbitals have 
been partitioned. Therefore, cc-p VDZ designates a double zeta basis set where the valence 
orbitals have been split into two functions. This valence orbital splitting is identical in nature to 
the gaussian notation of -31. Correlation consistent basis sets have been constructed with 
polarization functions included. The smallest correlation consistent basis set is the cc-pVDZ, 
with each valence orbital doubled and d polarization functions on all non-hydrogen atoms. 
Correlation consistent basis sets expand rapidly in size. The cc-p VTZ basis set has each valence 
12 
orbital triply split, two sets of d functions and one set off functions on each non-hydrogen atom 
and two sets of p functions and one set of d functions on each hydrogen atom. The "aug" prefix 
indicates that diffuse functions have been added to the basis set. The aug-cc-pVDZ basis set has 
diffuse s, p and d functions on the non-hydrogen atoms and diffuse s and p functions on the 
hydrogens. Basis sets with a partial set of diffuse functions have also been developed. In the cc-
pVDZ+ basis set, sand p diffuse functions are added only on the non-hydrogen atoms. The 
exponents of the diffuse functions are identical to those utilized for the 6-31 +G( d,p) basis set. In 
the aug'-cc-pVXZ basis sets, s, p, d, ... diffuse functions are added only to the non-hydrogen 
atoms and the set of functions added is identical to the set utilized in the aug-cc-pVXZ basis set. 
The Variational Method 
The variational principle is utilized to determine the values of the expansion coefficients 
Cui for each molecular orbital. This principle states that as a trial function approaches the exact 
wavefunction, the energy associated with the trial function becomes more negative or more 
stable. In other words, the energy of the exact wavefunction is always a lower bound for the 
energy of an approximate wavefunction. Thus, one way to improve the trial function is to 
optimize the set of expansion coefficients such that the overall energy of the molecule is 
minimized. Hence, for a given basis set the single-determinant wavefunction with the most stable 
energy is found by solving the following variational equations. 
BE =O 
acui 
(for all u,i) (13) 
Another way to improve the trial function is to make it more flexible by increasing the 
number of basis functions. The latter improvement can be understood by trying to approximate a 
cosine function with a single variable. Including only a first order term in the expansion leads to 
a straight line, which can approximate a portion of the first leg of the cosine function. If a 




The Hartree-Fock method is central to finding approximate solutions to the electronic 
Schrodinger equation. The method is not only important for its own sake but also as the starting 
point for more accurate approximations. Hartree-Fock theory is based on the variational principle 
and involves solving a set of algebraic equations for the atomic orbital coefficients Cui derived by 
Roothaan and Hall. The Roothaan-Hall equations are: 
N 





Here Ei is the one-electron energy of molecular orbital \f'i and Cvi is the atomic orbital coefficient 
being evaluated. S is the overlap integral defined by, 
(16) 
and Fis the Fock matrix given below 
N N [ 
F:v =H~~re + LLP-tul(u~ACT)-Yi(u~vu) (17) 
2=1 o-=I 
H:~re is a matrix representing the kinetic energy and the potential energy due to nuclear 
attraction of an electron. The terms (uvll .. a) are the two-electron repulsion integrals that result 
from the requirement that the wavefunction be antisymmetric. 
(uvl ACT)= Jjt>:(l)<l>v(l)(_!_ ~~(2)<1>uC2)d\tdJ1~dxidJJicki (18) 1i2)'¥ 
Finally P1..0 is the one-electron density matrix 
occupied 
P;.u =2 Ic:coi (19) 
i=l 
This last summation is only over the occupied orbitals of the system and is multiplied by two 
since each orbital is doubly occupied. The essence of Hartree-Fock theory is to substitute a one-
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electron problem in which electron-electron repulsion is treated in an average way for the more 
complicated many-electron problem. Under this treatment, each electron moves in the average 
electrostatic field created by the remaining electrons. Since the field seen by electron i depends 
on the molecular orbitals of the other electrons, the Roothaan-Hall equations are not linear and 
must be solved iteratively. The iterative process is called the self-consistent field (SCF) method. 
The SCF method begins with making an initial guess at the atomic orbital coefficients. Once 
these mixing coefficients are fixed, the one-electron molecular orbitals are derived using the 
LCAO method and the average field seen by each electron is calculated. The Roothaan-Hall 
equations are solved and a new set of molecular orbital expansion coefficients is obtained. These 
steps are repeated until self-consistency is reached, i.e. the overall molecular energy is at a 
minimum and the expansion coefficients generate a field that produces the same coefficients. 
The Hartree-Fock method is both variational and size-consistent. A method is said to be size-
consistent when the energy of a set of molecules separated by a large distance is equal to the sum 
of the energies of the molecules computed separately. Size-consistency is essential when 
calculating thermochemical values for any reaction involving species with a different number of 
electrons, e.g. for reactions in which a hydrogen bond is formed. 
Moller-Plesset Perturbation Theory 
Hartree-Fock theory has several deficiencies that arise from the fact that most exact 
wavefunctions cannot be represented by a single determinant. The deficiency of primary 
importance is the inadequate treatment of the correlated motion of electrons. The correlation 
energy is defined as the difference between the Hartree-Fock energy and the exact non-relativistic 
energy of the system. There are several procedures for calculating the electron correlation 
energy. The most commonly utilized and least computationally expensive procedure is MrzJller-
Plesset perturbation theory. Mf2Jller-Plesset energies are size-consistent but not variational. 
Beginning with the premise that the correlation energy is a small fraction of the Hartree-Fock 
energy, the total Hamiltonian of the system is divided into two parts, a zeroth-order part and a 
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perturbation: 
H;. = H0 +AV (20) 
The perturbation factor A.V is defined as 
(21) 
"' "' Combining equations 20 and 21, if/...= I, HA = H . 
"' If the exact Hamiltonian operator HA operates on the exact wavefunction 'PA, EA is the 
exact energy. These terms can now be expanded to yield 
(22) 
E;. = E(O) + .AE(I) + 22 E(2) + ... (23) 
By setting the zero-order term in 'PA equal to the Hartree-Fock wavefunction and setting the 
parameter/...= I, the sum of the zero- and first-order contributions to EA is the Hartree-Fock 
energy. 
In practice, the series in equations 22 and 23 are truncated to various orders, and the 
Maller-Plesset methods are referenced by the highest-order energy term in Equation 23. Thus, 
truncation after the second-order term is referred to as MP2. The most commonly used Maller-
Plesset models are MP2, MP3 and MP4. 
The second order Moller-Plesset wavefunction and energy are: 
'¥ MP2 = '¥(0) + '¥(1) 
EMP2 = £(0) + E(I) + £(2) 






where the V50 are matrix elements of the perturbation operator V. The matrix elements V50 are 
equal to zero for all substitutions other than double substitutions. Double substitutions occur 
when two occupied spin orbitals are replaced by two unoccupied spin orbitals in the excited-state 
wavefunction '1'5• Both the MP2 and MP3 levels of theory involve only double excitations. For 
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MP4 wavefunctions, other types of substitutions are allowed such as single, triple and quadruple 
substitutions. The triple substitutions are the most difficult computationally and increase the time 
required for the calculations significantly. 
Coupled Cluster Theory 
Coupled cluster theory is a more computationally demanding, but also more reliable 
treatment of electron correlation. The method is size consistent, but not variational. CCSD(T) 
theory can be viewed as the infinite-order limit of M1211ler-Plesset perturbation theory with single, 
double, quadruple and triple substitutions. The "(T)" notation designates that the triple 
excitations are not exact. 
II. Methods - Computational details 
Geometry Optimizations 
Before any properties of a molecular system can be calculated, the equilibrium geometry 
of the system must be determined. The initial geometry input to the program is rarely the 
optimum structure, and the nuclear coordinates must be manipulated to minimize the forces on 
the atoms. The structure obtained corresponds to the electronic and vibrational ground state 
structure of the molecule. In a geometry optimization, the SCF procedure outlined above is 
carried out to determine the molecular energy associated with the input geometry. The first 
derivative of the total energy with respect to nuclear positions is a displacement vector. Once a 
displacement vector is calculated for each atom in the molecule, the nuclear coordinates are 
modified and a new energy is computed. This iterative process leads to a minimization of the 
molecular energy with respect to the atomic coordinates and hence to the equilibrium geometry. 
The geometry optimization can be a lengthy process with many iterations required. The closer 
the input geometry is to the equilibrium geometry, the faster the optimization will converge. The 
drawback to specifying a good starting geometry is that a smaller area of the potential energy 
surface will be scanned for minima. If the initial geometry is close to a local minimum on the 
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potential surface, the global minimum will never be found. It is therefore necessary to evaluate a 
number of different conformations of a structure. 
Vibrational Frequency Calculations 
Molecular frequencies depend on the second derivative of the energy with respect to the 
nuclear positions. If anharmonicity effects are neglected, each normal mode q obtained behaves 
as an independent harmonic oscillator. The set of energies associated with each mode is given by 
Equation 27, 
1 G q ( u) = ( u + - )v q 
2 
(27) 
where Vq is the wavenumber of mode q and is a function of the force constarit kq and the effective 
mass mq of the mode (Equation 28). 
(~)Yi 1 mq 
v =- (28) 
q 27tc 
Once the harmonic vibrational frequencies are known, they can be used to characterize 
minima, transition states and higher order stationary points on the molecular potential surface. 
They can also be utilized to correct calculated thermochemical data to temperatures higher than 
OK and to evaluate zero-point vibrational energies. The translational and rotational temperature 
correction terms are calculated classically; the vibrational temperature correction term is 
calculated using standard statistical formulas. 
Higher Level Energy Calculations 
The Hartree-Fock energy is often inadequate for quantitative results. It is generally 
necessary to compute energies with higher levels of theory and large basis sets to reproduce 
experimental data. Fortunately, however, the equilibrium geometry obtained with Hartree-Fock 
theory is often very close that obtained with higher levels of theory. Since the geometries are 
comparable, simply recomputing the energy of the HF optimized structure at a higher level is a 
viable alternative to reoptimizing the structure. This approach, in which single-point energies are 
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calculated, is also applied to equilibrium structures determined with correlation methods. It 
allows larger systems to be studied in a shorter amount of time. 
Basis Set Superposition Error CBSSE) 
When computing the interaction energy between two systems, it is common to subtract 
the energies of the individual systems from the energy of the whole. This method agrees with 
one's intuition since the only interaction present in the complex that is not present in the two parts 
is the interaction between them. There is a flaw in this method, however. In the calculation of 
the energy of the complex, each subunit has access to the total set of atomic orbitals. This set of 
orbitals is denoted 'ab'. When the energy of the individual subunits is calculated, only the 
orbitals belonging to that subunit are used in constructing the wavefunction. The smaller orbital 
sets are denoted as 'a' for the smaller fragment whereas 'b' is used for the larger fragment. In 
this work, 'a' also indicates the neutral fragment whereas 'b' indicates the remaining charged 
fragment. The error associated with this difference in basis set allocation is determined by 
computing the energy of each subunit with its own orbital set as well as the entire orbital set 'ab'. 
The deviation in these energies for each fragment is termed the basis set superposition error. By 
definition, this value is always positive meaning that the BSSE correction reduces the interaction 
energy. 
BSSE = [E~ -E~b]+[E~ -E~] (29) 
Gas Phase Acidity Calculations 
All of the calculations reported in this work were performed with the Gaussian 94 or 
Gaussian 9832 series of programs. The gas phase acidity project began with several geometry 
optimizations for each ion/radical pair to elucidate the global energy minimum of each. Two 
levels of theory were used for each ion pair: HF/6-3 IG(d) and MP2/6-3 l+G(d,p). This approach 
provides some insight into the performance of each theory with respect to geometry optimization. 
Once the equilibrium geometry was obtained at both levels for the neutral molecule as well as the 
anion, vibrational frequencies were calculated and molecular enthalpies were evaluated at room 
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temperature (298. l 5K) and absolute zero (OK). The vibrational frequencies were corrected by the 
usual factors of0.8929 (HF/6-31G(d)) and 0.9427 (MP2/6-3I+G(d,p)).33 
The overall reaction of interest is 
A• + H· (30) 
Inspection shows that the change in enthalpy for this reaction can be represented by the ionization 
energy of the hydrogen and the electron affinity of the radical A•. If the reaction is temperature 
independent then Equation 31 must hold. 
The ionization energy and electron affinity are given by equations 32 and 33. 
IE(H.) = Afft(H+) + Afft(e") - Afft(H.) 
EA(A·) = Afft(A") - ~Ht(A.) - Afft(e") 
Given that the integrated heat capacity is, 
IHCT (X) = ~H~ (X) - ~H~K (X) 






It has been shown that the ionization energy of the hydrogen atom is essentially independent of 
temperature to within a few kJ/mol.34 This result reduces Equation 35 to 
(36) 
Substituting Equation 34 into Equation 36 and rearranging yields 
(37) 
This is equivalent to 
Affr,298K(A·) - Affr,oK(A·) ~ Affr,298K(A") - Affr,oK(A") (38) 
Since the enthalpy of formation is referenced to the enthalpy of the elements, Equation 38 can be 
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rewritten in terms of the absolute enthalpies computed ab initio as: 
(39) 
To elucidate the temperature dependence of the thermochemical cycle the "error" in Equation 39 
can be evaluated using Equation 40. 
Difference= [H29sK(A")-HoK(A")]- [H29sK(A.)-HoK(A.)] (40) 
If the average difference value is less than the experimental error reported for gas phase acidities 
(about 6 kJ/mol), then the assumption is valid for the group of molecules examined. A wide 
range of systems was studied in an attempt to validate the assumption over the widest possible 
spectrum of molecular types. The systems assessed included the small, charge localized species 
CH3-, NH2- and HO- and their alkylated derivatives MeO-, EtO-, Ph0-,Me2N- and Mes-. Several 
carbanions were investigated, i.e. MeCH2-, Me3C-,PhCH2-and MeC=C as well as the carboxylate 
system MeC02-. Two species, H2NNff and MeNHNMe-, were examined to probe the effect of 
low-barrier internal rotations on "Difference" (Equation 40). If the anion has access to a torsional 
mode inaccessible to the radical due to steric hindrance, the heat capacity and hence the 
temperature dependence of the electron affinity could be affected. 
Protonated Ammonia-Water Cluster Ion Calculations 
Tight, meaning with more stringent convergence criteria, geometry optimizations were 
carried out for all (NH3)n(H20)mH+ cluster ions for which n + m ~ 5 at both the HF /6-31 G( d) and 
MP2/6-3 l+G(d,p) levels of theory. Each connectivity depicted in diagram 1 was examined for 
each of these cluster ions. Once the possible equilibrium structures were identified, vibrational 
frequency calculations were performed to confirm that the structures are minima on the potential 
surface (no complex frequencies) and to obtain the data required to correct the thermochemical 
information to 298 K. Single-point energies were evaluated at the following levels of theory: 
CCSD(T)/cc-pVDZ, CCSD(T)/cc-pVDZ+, MP2/aug'-cc-pVDZ, MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ, 
CCSD(T)/6-311 ++g( d,p) and MP2/6-3 l l ++g(2d,2p ). The entire series of single-point energies 
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was computed for both the HF/6-3 lG(d) and MP2/6-3 l+G(d,p) optimum geometries. Finally, 
BSSE corrections were determined via the full counterpoise approach of Boys and Bemardi35• 
III. Results 
Gas Phase Acidities 
The primary criterion for evaluation of the importance of neglecting temperature 
corrections in scheme I is the difference value given by Equation 40. Table 1 reports the 
difference values obtained when unscaled vibrational frequencies are utilized to calculate the 
temperature corrections. Table 2 presents the same information when scaled vibrational 
frequencies are utilized to calculate the temperature corrections. Columns 4-7 tabulate the 
computed values for the absolute enthalpy of the neutral radical H(A•) and the anion H(A") at 
both 0 K and 298 K for both calculational levels. 
Protonated Ammonia-Water Cluster Ions 
The first and most time-consuming portion of this work was carrying out the geometry 
optimizations at the HF /6-31 G( d) and the MP2/6-3 l +G( d,p) levels. Table 3 lists the 
intramolecular bond lengths and bond angles for the subunits: water, the hydronium ion, 
ammonia and the ammonium ion. Hydrogen bond lengths are given for all other systems. The 
parameter rA-H is the covalent bond distance between the proton-donating atom (A= Nor 0) and 
the hydrogen bonded proton. The parameter rH ... B is the hydrogen bond length between the 
hydrogen bonded proton and the electron donating atom (B = N or 0). The point group for each 
structure is provided in columns two and six. 
The largest basis set employed in this work is the 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) basis and the highest 
level of theory employed is the CCSD(T) procedure. Unfortunately, CCSD(T)/6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
and, in fact, CCSD(T)/6-311 ++G( d,p) calculations are too computationally demanding, in terms 
of both memory and cpu time, to be performed for all of the cluster ions considered in this work. 
Therefore, it was necessary to identify the calculational level that most consistently reproduces 
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the CCSD(T)/6-311 ++G( d,p) ~E values (Equation I). The standard deviations and ranges for the 
o~E data are reported in Table 4. Based on these data, all of the thermochemical results provided 
in the remaining tables have been evaluated using the MP2/6-3 l l ++G(2d,2p) energies. 
For the first row in each entry of Tables 5 and 6, vibrational frequencies derived from the 
HF/6-3 lG(d) optimum geometries have been used to convert E to Hand to calculate S. For the 
second row in each entry, the MP2/6-31 +G( d,p) vibrational frequencies have been used. The 
absolute energies, enthalpies, entropies and free energies of each stable cluster ion are presented 
in Table 5. The connectivities labeled "not stable" are transition states, higher order saddle points 
or rearranged to yield a different connectivity. Table 6 lists the changes in energy, enthalpy and 
free energy upon formation of a hydrogen bond (Equation 1 ). In each case the fragment is either 
an NH3 or H20. For the mixed clusters, the fragment is always NH3. The same convention is followed 
in Tables 7-9. 
Parameters related to the hydrogen bond energy ~EoK are collected in Table 7. The 
parameters tabulated are the electron density transferred from the electron-donating fragment to 
the proton-donating fragment ~qcT, the hydrogen bond distance rH ... 8 , the ratio qHq8 /rH ... 8 , and the 
Mulliken overlap population between the hydrogen bonded proton and the electron-donating 
atom. In the ratio qHq8/rH ... 8 , qH and qs are the charges on the hydrogen bonded proton and the 
electron-donating atom, respectively, before formation of the hydrogen bond. Trends in this ratio 
correlate directly with trends in the electrostatic component of the hydrogen bond energy, and 
trends in ~qcT correlate directly with trends in the delocalization component. The latter 
parameter was computed with the charges derived from both the NB036 and Mulliken37 analyses. 
The terms qH and q8 were computed using both NBO and CHelpG38 charges. The bond lengths 
are in A, the charge transfer values are fractions of electrons, and the electrostatic attractions are 
in e2/ A. 
The correlation between ~E and the parameters given in Table 7 is quantified in Figures 
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1-18. In Figures 1-6, LiE for the addition of an inner shell ammonia molecule is plotted vs. each 
of the parameters in Table 7; the corresponding plots for addition of an outer shell ammonia 
molecule are plotted in Figures 7-12. Figures 13-18 show selected graphs for the addition of 
water to either an inner or outer shell. 
Tables 8 and 9 show the relative free energies and hydrogen bond free energies for each 
set of clusters. Calculated and experimental hydrogen bond strengths of the outermost solvent 
molecule are also compared in the tables. The experimental values are arranged in ascending 
order for convenience. The calculated thermochemical data presented in Table 8 were computed 
using single-point energies obtained with the MP2/6-3 l+G(d,p) optimum geometries. HF/6-
31 G( d) geometries were utilized to generate the results in Table 9. 
Space-filling representations of the MP2/6-31 +G( d,p) equilibrium geometries are 
displayed in appendix A. The cluster ions appear in the same order in the diagrams as they do in 
the tables. 
All of the thermochemical data calculated in this work is reported in the tables in 
Appendix B. The basis set superposition errors are collected in Appendix C. 
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IV. Discussion 
A. Gas Phase Acidities 
Comparing the two rows of data for each entry in Tables 1 and 2 shows that the level at 
which the geometry optimizations are performed has little effect on the difference values. There 
is also little dependence on whether scaled or unscaled vibrational frequencies are used to derive 
the difference values. In fact, combining all of the data in the two tables yields a mean deviation 
of0.21 kJ/mol in the magnitude of the HF vs. MP2 difference values. The standard deviation for 
this set of data is 0.49 kJ/mol. The largest value of~ = Difference (MP2) - Difference (HF) is 
that for MeCC-. The Ll value is 1.50 kJ/mol when the temperature corrections are computed with 
unscaled vibrational frequencies (Table I) and 1.48 kJ/mol when the corrections are computed 
with scaled frequencies (Table 2). 
When the data in Tables I and 2 are compared, we find that the mean deviation in the 
value of Difference (scaled vibrational frequencies)- Difference (unscaled vibrational 
frequencies) is 0.04 kJ/mol. The corresponding standard deviation is 0.25 kJ/mol. The only 
system for which the agreement between the two Difference values is not excellent is Pho·. In 
this case, the deviation is 1.29 kJ/mol. Removing this data point reduces the standard deviation to 
/ 
0.04 kJ/mol. 
The Difference values given in Tables I and 2 are smaller than the known uncertainties in 
most of the thermochemical data required for scheme 1.1 Thus, the assumption that scheme I can 
be considered temperature independent is supported by our results. 
B. Protonated ammonia-water cluster ions 
HF/6-3 lG(d) vs. MP2/6-3 l+G(d.p) Geometries 
Generally, cluster ions with the same connectivities are found to be stable at both the HF 
and MP2 levels of calculation (Tables 3 and 5). However, there are examples for which HF/6-
3 IG(d) theory does not properly reproduce the results ofMP2/6-3 l+G(d,p) theory. Such cases 
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include N(AA), W(A)(A) and N(OOOr). Another discrepancy between the two methods is that 
W(O) is predicted to consist of a central H30+ ion bound to a neutral water molecule with the HF 
method, whereas the MP2 method predicts that W(O) is symmetric with the hydrogen shared 
equally between the two waters. In contrast, for many of the other cluster ions the HF/6-3 IG(d) 
optimum geometries are the more symmetrical of the two sets. As can be seen in Table 3, the 
hydrogen bond lengths rH ... B. are significantly longer for the HF geometries than for the MP2 
geometries. Although the MP2 bond distance is shorter by an average value of 0.072A, the 
magnitude of the shortening does depend on the nature of the proton-donating and electron-
donating atoms. The deviations range from 0.022A for N(O)(O)(AA) to 0.21 IA for W(O). 
Although Hartree-Fock theory is neither precise nor accurate enough to yield reliable 
thermochemical data (Table 4 and Appendix B), HF /6-31 G( d) equilibrium structures can often be 
used as the reference geometries for single-point energy calculations. However, the MP2/6-
3 l +G( d,p) equilibrium structures are more reliable and should be used when computationally 
feasible. Although the HF/6-3 lG(d) and MP2/6-3 l+G(d,p) equilibrium geometries are not 
identical, the two sets of geometries yield absolute thermochemical values that are surprisingly 
close in magnitude (Table 5). Comparing the two rows of data for each entry in Table 5, the 
MP2/6-3 l l ++G(2d,2p )//MP2/6-3 l +G( d,p) energy at 0 K deviates by an average value of 2.9 
kJ/mol from the MP2/6-3 l ++G{2d,2p )//HF /6-31 G( d) energy. The differences in the entropy 
values oppose the differences in the enthalpy values such that the average difference in the free 
energy values is only 0.5 kJ/mol. As cluster size increases the variations in the entropy and 
enthalpy values also increase. Of course, the generally higher symmetry of the HF equilibrium 
structures factors into the differences in absolute entropy between the two sets of data. 
In general, when a cluster ion is stable at both the HF/6-3 IG(d) and MP2/6-3 l+G(d,p) 
levels of calculation, the hydrogen bond energies and enthalpies (Equation I) depend very little 
on how the geometry was obtained (Table 6). The MP2/6-3 l l ++G(2d,2p)//HF/6-3 IG(d) data are 
usually less stable than the MP2/6-3 l l++G(2d,2p)//MP2/6-3 l+G{d,p) data but only by about 1-4 
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kJ/mol.. The sole cluster ion for which ot\E and ot\H lie outside this range is N(OAOAr). These 
ring systems are difficult to calculate and a small change in the geometry can lead to a large 
change in energy due to the subunit of interest participating in two hydrogen bonds. When the 
hydrogen bond free energies are compared, the deviations in the MP2/6-3 l l++G(2d,2p)//MP2/6-
3 l+G(d,p) and MP2/6-3 l l ++G(2d,2p)//HF/6-3 IG(d) values are larger and five systems have 
ot\G values greater than ±6 kJ/mol (the accepted experimental error bars for systems of this type). 
For all of these complexes, N(A)(A), N[O(O)(O)], N(OO)(A)(A), N(OAOAr) and 
N(O)(A)(A)(A), the ot\S value destabilizes the MP2/6-3 l l ++G(2d,2p )//MP2/6-3 l +G( d,p) t\G 
value compared to the MP2/6-3 l l++G(2d,2p)//HF/6-31G(d) value to an unusually large extent. 
However, the five clusters do not appear to have any other factor in common that rationalizes this 
result. The N(A)(A) HF/6-31G(d) and MP2/6-3l+G(d,p) optimum structures were 
indistinguishable upon visual inspection in Hyperchem™ as were the N[O(O)(O)] and 
N(OO)(A)(A) structures. The N(O)(A)(A)(A) structures had a different dihedral angle with 
respect to the central ammonium ion for a single ammonia molecule. 
Parameters Related to Hydrogen Bond Strength 
The ability to predict properties without the need to measure them directly is a 
fundamental aspect of the sciences. The determination of cluster hydrogen bond strength is not 
easily achieved computationally. Table 7 relates the hydrogen bond energy to a variety of cluster 
molecular properties. As can be seen by glancing down Table 7, as cluster size increases the 
hydrogen bond strength decreases. Since the positive charge of the central ion becomes more 
delocalized with increasing cluster size, this result follows the expected trend. It is also readily 
observed that as the strength of interaction decreases, the hydrogen bond distance r8 ... B lengthens 
(Table 7 and Figures 1,7,13 and 16). This too is as expected, since it is akin to stretching a bond 
during dissociation. The relationship between t\E and the charge transfer, electrostatic attraction 
and overlap population parameters is not as obvious. If the clustering reactions are separated into 
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four categories, however, the trends become apparent. The categories are: ammonia added to the 
inner shell of an ammonium ion ( 1 ), ammonia added to the outer shell of an ammonium ion (2), 
water added to the inner shell of an ammonium ion (3) and water added to the outer shell of an 
ammonium ion (4). 
The amount of charge transferred (~qcr) from the incoming solvent molecule to the 
proton-donating molecule is an estimate of the charge delocalization contribution to the hydrogen 
bond strength (Figures 2, 3, 8, 9, 14 and 17). Electrostatic attraction arises from the partially 
positive proton and the partially negative center of the solvent molecule, either nitrogen or 
oxygen. This component of hydrogen bonding is shown in Figures 4, 10, 15 and 18. Overlap 
populations indicate the amount of electron density shared between two nuclear centers. Full 
covalent bonds have integer values of electrons in the bonding orbitals. Hydrogen bonds, 
however, have some fraction of an electron in the bonding orbital and the greater the value, the 
stronger the bond becomes. Figures 5 and 11 demonstrate the correlation between hydrogen bond 
strength and the amount of electron density shared between the incoming solvent molecule and 
the proton participating in hydrogen bonding. Lastly, the charge of the proton prior to bonding is 
indicative of the relative strength of each bonding site, with greater charges producing stronger 
hydrogen bonds (Figures 6 and 12). 
Figures 1-6 show the fit of the parameters in Table 7 vs. ~E for the clusters in category 1. 
The R2 values are exceptional for all of the parameters. All fits are first order with respect to the 
parameter. Using the Mulliken charge distribution analysis to calculate both the charge transfer 
and overlap populations (Figures 2 and 5, respectively) predicts a minimum ~E of about -55 
kJ/mol. The more reliable NBO charges converge to a minimum ~E of about -30 kJ/mol (Figure 
3). 
For the clusters in which ammonia is added to the outer shell of an ammonium ion, an 
excellent fit is achieved for all parameters (Figures 7-12). The fit is now second order with 
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respect to: hydrogen bond length, Mulliken charge transfer, NBO charge transfer and Mulliken 
overlap population (Figures 7, 8, 9, and 11). The NBO electrostatic attraction has in inverse 
relationship to the hydrogen bond strength and the proton charge has a exponential relationship. 
These results are reasonable since the greater the distance the added subunit is from the cluster 
center and hence the charge, the more the hydrogen bond strength should approach the neutral-
neutral bond limit of about 25 kJ/mol. The Mulliken analyses still predict an ultimate hydrogen 
bond strength of about 55 kJ/mol while the analyses using the NBO charges are approaching 20-
30 kJ/mol. 
The remaining figures ( 13-18) display the graphs for the addition of water to either the 
inner shell of an ammonium ion (Figures 13-15) or to the outer shell of an ammonium ion 
(Figures 16-18). The trends reported for the addition of ammonia hold for the addition of water. 
Addition to the inner shell results in a linear plot versus all parameters while addition to the 
second shell yields second order plots. For both types of solvent molecules, the data clearly 
indicate why addition of a solvent molecule to an outer shell can become competitive with 
addition to an inner shell for larger values of n + m. The drop in hydrogen bond strength is linear 
when an inner shell molecule is added but the change in bond energy tapers off when an outer 
shell molecule is added. Hence, for sufficiently large values of n + m, outer shell isomers should 
become competitive in the equilibrium population. 
Effects of Solvent Addition 
Ammonia, being the better base, transfers a greater amount of electron density upon 
hydrogen bonding than water. The acidity of the first-shell protons drops more when ammonia, 
rather than water, adds to the first shell. This is evident in the charge transfer column (~qcr) of 
Table 7. The charge transfer also decreases with increasing cluster size. This is reasonable since 
the positive charge of the central ion is distributed over more solvent molecules. Also as the 
cluster size increases, addition to the second shell becomes favored with respect to both charge 
transfer and electrostatic attraction. Since the environment of the second shell changes less than 
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the first shell upon addition of solvent molecules, the properties of the hydrogen bonds of the 
second shell also change less, leading to a smaller decrease in hydrogen bond strength. The 
smaller decrease favors second shell solvation for larger cluster sizes, but the inner shell is still 
dominant in the equilibrium population. 
Experimental vs. Calculated Hydrogen Bond Strengths 
A number of experimental groups have measured the hydrogen bond strengths of 
(NH3)mH\ (H20)nW, and (H20)n (NH3)H+ cluster ions. The data in Table 8 show that our 
computed values correspond very well (±4 kJ/mol) with the experimental results from 
Castleman's group for the (NH3)mH+ systems.52 There is also a good correlation (±4 kJ/mol) 
between the calculated hydrogen bond strengths and those measured by Meot-Ner and coworkers 
for (H20)nW systems.44'49 Similar agreement is found with the results reported by Kebarle et 
al.43'48 For (H20)nW, (NH3)mW and (H20)n(NH3)H+ all calculated values of the hydrogen bond 
enthalpy were within ±7 kJ/mol of the experimental enthalpies, with most of the deviations less 
than or equal to 5 kJ/mol. In contrast, the agreement between the calculated data and that 
obtained by Kebarle and coworkers is not as consistent for the (H20)n (NH3)mW systems.48 It 
should be noted that Kebarle and coworkers reported uncertainties larger than usual for the data 
on these mixed cluster systems, since those measurements were so difficult to carry out.48 
Inner Shell vs. Outer Shell Addition of Solvent Molecules 
Table 8 also lists the relative absolute free energies for each value of n + m. The 
structures with all of the solvent molecules in the first shell are always the most stable regardless 
of protonated center or solvent molecule type. With the addition of the fourth solvent molecule to 
an ammonium center, second shell structures begin to become competitive, i. e. the difference in 
the absolute free energies is approaching 8 kJ/mol. The structure with all of the solvent 
molecules in the first shell should still dominate the equilibrium population, but structures with 
solvent molecules in the second shell may contribute to the population for some cluster ions, e. g. 
(H20)3(NH3)2Ir. Another interesting result is that ammonia rarely acts as a proton donor for a 
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second shell ammonia molecule and never for a second shell water molecule. This result is 
further support for the observation that ammonia is a good electron donor but a poor proton donor 
in hydrogen bonds. In contrast, several structures with a water bonded to a first shell water 
molecule were stable and, for large clusters, even competitive. In all cases, ring structures were 
not competitive in the equilibrium population, although the enthalpy of reaction associated with 
forming the ring is about equal in magnitude to the enthalpy of reaction associated with solvent 
addition to the first shell. Ring structures are very rigid which decreases the magnitude of the 
entropy significantly and hence the free energy. 
Another problem with using HF /6-31 G( d) geometries to obtain single-point energies is 
evident from the data in Table 9. According to these data, two additional cluster ions may 
contribute to the equilibrium population of different structural connectivities, namely 
(NH3)(H20)3W and (NH3)3{H20)2Ir. 
Basis-set Superposition Error 
The BSSE correction was consistent for all isomers of a given cluster ion (appendix C). 
This is an important observation since differences in the BSSE for structural isomers will affect 
the relative free energy values and hence their contribution to the equilibrium population. The 
BSSE was larger for the hydronium ion centered clusters than for the ammonium ion centered 
clusters and was less consistent. This result will further destabilize the hydronium ion centered 
clusters compared to the ammonium ion centered clusters. Ring systems have larger BSSE 
values than their non-cyclic counterparts, which reinforces the trend in free energies observed for 
these structural isomers as well. The differences in the HF /6-31 G( d) and MP2/6-31 +G( d,p) 
optimized geometries were not significant enough to influence the BSSE for most systems. 
Although the BSSE was significant for small basis sets, the correction converged to a 
value well below the experimental uncertainties when larger basis sets were used. The errors 
were always larger but much more consistent for the MP2 and CCSD(T) levels of theory. 
Additional investigations are needed to verify the generality of these trends. 
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Correction for Low-Lying Vibrational Frequencies 
Small amplitude vibrational frequencies have excited states easily accessible at room 
temperature. Since the program used to compute vibrational frequencies uses the harmonic 
oscillator approximation, the contribution of these excited states are not modeled correctly which 
could introduce errors into the calculated enthalpy and entropy data. The effect on the enthalpy is 
small and relatively consistent. Not correcting for the error in the entropy arising from free 
rotations leads to more significant problems. We are in the process of making these corrections 
by the methods developed by Pitzer and coworkers39 
VI. Conclusions 
Gas phase acidities 
The Difference values for the entire range of molecules studied were much smaller than 
the experimental errors for the thermochemical data used in scheme 1. Our ab initio results, 
coupled with the semi-empirical results from Bartmess 1 support the conclusion that the 
thermochemical cycle used in the determination of gas phase acidities can be assumed to be 
temperature independent. 
Protonated ammonia-water clusters 
The differences in the HF/6-3 lG(d) and MP2/6-3 l +G(d,p) optimum geometries was 
often small, but the MP2/6-3 l +G( d,p) potential energy surfaces were not always well-reproduced 
at the HF/6-3 lG(d) level of theory. For those systems for which the HF and MP2 potential 
energy surfaces are similar, the absolute and relative thermodynamic quantities computed with 
the two sets of geometries were surprisingly close. Regardless of the geometry optimization 
method, the "best" theory/basis set combination for accurate computation of molecular energies 
in this work was found to be MP2/6-3 l l ++G(2d,2p ). The MP2/6-3 l l ++G(2d,2p) hydrogen bond 
energies closely approximated the CCSD(T) /6-311 ++G( d,p) relative energies for all systems. 
The 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) basis set was the most rigorous used, and although the inclusion of a 
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second set of d and p polarization functions greatly increases the basis set size, the additional time 
and computer requirements were not prohibitive at the MP2 level of theory. The computational 
approach of performing MP2/6-3 l +G( d,p) geometry optimizations and frequency calculations 
followed by calculating MP2/6-31 l ++G(2d,2p) single point energies is a powerful, yet feasible 
approach for the study of cluster ions. 
There was good agreement between the theoretical data and some of the experimental 
data on the hydrogen bond energies of these cluster ions. The experimental data varied greatly 
from group to group. The calculated and experimental results for the mixed solvent systems 
(both ammonia and water) were not as consistent. Kebarle et al. reported that their results for the 
mixed solvent systems were of 'reduced accuracy'40 since they were determined over a smaller 
temperature range. Based on the excellent agreement between theory and experiment for the neat 
cluster ions and the larger error bars for the experimental results on the mixed cluster ions, we 
believe the hydrogen bond strengths provided by the calculations are the more accurate set of data 
for the mixed cluster systems. 
At least one of the cluster ions with n + m = 5 may have a mixture of structural isomers 
in the equilibrium population. Addition of a solvent molecule to the second shell becomes 
competitive with addition to the inner shell because both delocalization and electrostatic effects 
favor outer shell addition as cluster size increases. Basis set superposition error was not a factor 
in the relative stabilities of the structural isomers. 
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Table 1. Thermodynamic properties and difference values using unscaled frequencies 
System Calculational HoK(A•) a H2ssK(A•) a HoK(A-) 8 H29BK(A)8 Differenceb Level 
OH- HF/6-31G(d) -75.373170 -75.369865 -75.318081 -75.314776 0.00 
OH- MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) -75.532334 -75.529029 -75.593390 -75.590085 0.00 
CH3- HF/6-31G(d) -39.528021 -39.523825 -39.437135 -39.433338 -1.05 
CH3- MP2/6-31 +G{d,p) -39.665551 -39.661518 -39.651636 -39.647773 -0.45 
NH2- HF/6-31G(d) -55.537139 -55.533360 -55.456999 -55.453220 0.00 
NH2- MP2/6-31+G(d,p) -55.696133 -55.692352 -55.712012 -55.708230 0.00 
CH3CH2- HF/6-31G(d) -78.533798 -78.529015 -78.441190 -78.436894 -1.28 
CH3CH2- MP2/6-31+G{d,p) -78.818833 -78.814024 -78.796347 -78.791911 -0.98 
MeO- HF/6-31G(d) -114.380475 -114.376575 -114.346112 -114.342295 -0.22 
Meo- MP2/6-31+G(d,p) -114.679894 -114.675969 -114.733078 -114.729231 -0.20 
MeC02- HF/6-31G(d) -227.127643 -227.122334 -227.172930 -227.167677 -0.15 
MeC02- MP2/6-31+G(d,p) -227.730513 -227.725017 -227.857677 -227.852327 -0.38 
NH2NH- HF/6-31G(d) -110.527404 -110.523406 -110.436409 -110.432220 0.50 
NH2NH- MP2/6-31+G(d,p) -110.871788 -110.867701 -110.857293 -110.853108 0.26 
Mes- HF/6-31G(d) -437.062964 -437.058906 -437.076035 -437.072091 -0.30 
Mes- MP2/6-31+G(d,p) -437.320538 -437.316454 -437.372415 -437.368436 -0.28 
MeNHNMe- HF/6-31G(d) -188.534446 -188.528076 -188.455692 -188.449468 -0.38 
MeNHNMe- MP2/6-31+G(d,p) -189.172068 -189.165540 -189.162445 -189.156071 -0.40 
Me3C- HF/6-31G(d) -156.549788 -156.542747 -156.463017 -156.456776 -2.10 
Me3C- MP2/6-31+G{d,p) -157.135614 -157.128551 -157.122981 -157.116650 -1.92 
PhCH2- HF/6-31G(d) -269.020245 -269.013791 -268.958459 -268.952025 -0.05 
MeCC- HF/6-31G(d) -115.148930 -115.144233 -115.169127 -115.164524 -0.25 
MeCC- MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) -115.504067 -115.499528 -115.614197 -115.609180 1.25 
EtO- HF/6-31G(d) -153.390862 -153.385690 -153.360093 -153.355470 -1.44 
EtO- MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) -153.838222 -153.833260 -153.897586 -153.892867 -0.64 
PhO- HF/6-31G(d) -304.879072 -304.873048 -304.871482 -304.865687 -0.60 
Me2N- HF/6-31 G(d) -133.544006 -133.538460 -133.480183 -133.475237 -1.58 
Me2N- MP2/6-31+G(d,p) -133. 995300 -133.989618 -134.006516 -134.001502 -1.75 
Units are Hartree/particle (au). 
bUnits are kJ/mol, see text for definition. 
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Table 2. Thermodynamic properties and difference values using scaled frequencies 
System Calculational HoK(A•) 8 H298K(A•) 8 HoK(A") 8 H29BK(A")8 Differenceb Level 
OH- HF/6-31G(d) -75.374144 -75.370840 -75.318993 -75.315689 0.00 
OH- MP2/6-31+G(d,p) -75.384712 -75.381407 -75.375220 -75.371916 0.00 
CH3- HF/6-31 G(d) -39.531338 -39.527092 -39.440318 -39.436504 -1.13 
CH3- MP2/6-31+G(d,p) -39.537666 -39.533606 -39.482413 -39.478531 -0.47 
NH2- HF/6-31 G(d) -55.539341 -55.535560 -55.459042 -55.455261 0.00 
NH2- MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) -55.549425 -55.545642 -55.508943 -55.505159 0.00 
CH3CH2- HF/6-31G(d) -78.540390 -78.535462 -78.447765 -78.443329 -1.29 
CH3CH2- MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) -78.822356 -78.817467 -78.799782 -78.795266 -0.98 
MeO- HF/6-31 G(d) -114.384789 -114.380826 -114.350220 -114.346370 -0.30 
MeO- MP2/6-31 +G{d,p) -114.682092 -114.678131 -114.735190 -114.731320 -0.24 
MeC02- HF/6-31G(d) -227.133240 -227 .127731 -227.178514 -227 .173077 -0.19 
MeC02- MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) -227.733328 -227.727718 -227.860497 -227.855041 -0.40 
NH2NH- HF/6-31 G(d) -110.531997 -110.527914 -110.440685 -110.436401 0.53 
NH2NH- MP2/6-31+G(d,p) -110.874122 -110.869985 -110.859507 -110.855268 0.27 
Mes- HF/6-31 G(d) -437.067092 -437.062937 -437.080194 -437.076173 -0.35 
Mes- MP2/6-31+G(d,p) -437.322655 -437.318517 -437.374546 -437.370523 -0.30 
MeNHNMe- HF/6-31G(d) -188.545507 -188.538826 -188.466383 -188.459852 -0.39 
MeNHNMe- MP2/6-31+G(d,p) -189.177714 -189.171016 -189.167899 -189.161350 -0.39 
Me3C- HF/6-31 G(d) -156.562833 -156.555422 -156.475712 -156.469054 -1.98 
Me3C- MP2/6-31+G(d,p) -157.142145 -157.134883 -157.129361 -157.122812 -1.87 
PhCH2- HF/6-31G(d) -269.033113 -269.026049 -268.971319 -268.964282 -0.07 
MeCC- HF/6-31 G(d) -115.153939 -115.149101 -115.174111 -115.169366 -0.24 
MeCC- MP2/6-31+G(d,p) -115.506774 -115.502159 -115.616700 -115.611613 1.24 
EtO- HF/6-31G(d) -153.398367 -153.392987 -153.367534 -153.362721 -1.49 
EtO- MP2/6-31+G{d,p) -153.842094 -153.837017 -153.901402 -153.896577 -0.66 
PhO- HF/6-31G(d) -304.879072 -304.873048 -304.881921 -304.875633 0.69 
Me2N- HF/6-31 G(d) -133.552712 -133.546979 -133.488575 -133.483419 -1.51 
Me2N- MP2/6-31+G{d,p) -133.999621 -133.993839 -134.010679 -134.005551 -1.72 
Units ofHartree/particle (au). 
bUnits ofkJ/mol, see text for definition. 
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Table 3. Hydrogen bond lengths 
Hartree-Fock Geometry MP2 Geometry 
System Sy mm rA-H a rH ... B b Ang lee Symm rA-H a rH ... B b Ang lee 
H20 C2v 0.947 105.5 C2v 0.971 105.5 
H30+ C3v 0.969 113.1 C3v 0.992 111.2 
NH3 C3v 1.003 107.2 C3v 1.017 107.9 
NH/ To 1.013 109.5 To 1.029 109.5 
W(O) Cs 1.051 1.405 C1 1.195 1.194 
N(O) C1 1.034 1.738 C1 1.053 1.713 
N(A) C3v 1.060 1.756 Cs 1.112 1.594 
W(O)(O) C1 1.003 1.557 C1 1.035 1.454 
1.003 1.557 1.034 1.454 
N(O)(O) C1 1.027 1.795 Cs 1.040 1.750 
1.027 1.794 1.041 1.742 
N(OO) C1 1.045 1.651 Cs 1.071 1.558 
0.963 1.822 0.985 1.724 
N(A)(O) C1 1.045 1.828 C1 1.074 1.716 
1.025 1.817 1.036 1.787 
N(OA) Cs 1.049 1.627 C1 1.087 1.502 
0.975 1.861 1.017 1.674 
N(A)(A) Cs 1.041 1.854 Cs 1.063 1.770 
1.041 1.854 1.063 1.769 
W(O)(O)(O) C1 0.987 1.633 C1 1.010 1.549 
0.987 1.633 1.010 1.550 
0.987 1.633 1.010 1.550 
W(OO)(O) C1 1.039 1.429 C1 1.162 1.225 
0.968 1.776 1.006 1.571 
0.994 1.603 0.999 1.614 
W(A)(A)(A) C1 1.004 1.690 C3 1.041 1.576 
1.004 1.690 1.041 1.576 
1.005 1.690 1.041 1.576 
N(O)(O)(O) C3 1.022 1.843 C3 1.033 1.802 
1.022 1.843 1.033 1.802 
1.022 1.843 1.033 1.802 
N(OO)(O) C1 1.053 1.714 C1 1.053 1.643 
0.982 1.847 0.982 1.760 
1.037 1.812 1.037 1.772 
N[O(O)(O)] C1 1.100 1.456 C1 1.100 1.456 
0.980 1.767 0.980 1.765 
0.980 1.764 0.980 1.763 
N(OOOr) 1.028 1.770 C1 1.042 1.722 
0.955 2.030 0.973 1.956 
1.028 1.770 1.042 1.722 
N(O)(O)(A) C1 1.020 1.860 C1 1.032 1.827 
1.020 1.864 1.031 1.834 
1.034 1.887 1.057 1.798 
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Table 3 cont'd. 
Hartree-Fock Geometry MP2 Geometry 
System Sy mm fA-H a rH ... B b Ang lee Symm rA-H a fH ... B b Ang lee 
N(OA)(O) c, 1.037 1.692 c, 1.061 1.600 
0.971 1.891 1.006 1.730 
1.024 1.817 1.035 1.783 
N(OO)(A) c, 1.032 1.734 c, 1.047 1.680 
0.961 1.853 0.981 1.772 
1.040 1.852 1.064 1.758 
N(OOAr) c, 1.028 1.762 c, 1.040 1.733 
0.956 1.950 0.975 1.894 
1.044 1.822 1.073 1.711 
N(O)(A)(A) Cs 1.019 1.881 c, 1.030 1.853 
1.033 1.906 1.052 1.830 
1.033 1.906 1.051 1.834 
N(OA)(A) Cs 1.035 1.712 c, 1.053 1.639 
0.970 1.898 1.002 1.749 
1.039 1.858 1.061 1.775 
N(AOAr) Cs 1.044 1.823 Cs 1.067 1.736 
1.007 2.315 1.019 2.212 
1.044 1.823 1.067 1.736 
N(A)(A)(A) c, 1.031 1.927 c, 1.047 1.865 
1.031 1.927 1.047 1.865 
1.031 1.927 1.047 1.865 
N(O)(O)(O)(O) c, 1.018 1.888 c, 1.029 1.849 
1.018 1.888 1.029 1.849 
1.018 1.888 1.029 1.849 
1.018 1.888 1.029 1.849 
N(OO)(O)(O) c, 1.027 1.767 c, 1.042 1.709 
0.960 1.868 0.979 1.787 
1.021 1.858 1.031 1.823 
1.020 1.859 1.031 1.822 
N(OO)(OO) c, 1.031 1.734 c, 1.047 1.674 
0.960 1.857 0.980 1.774 
1.032 1.734 1.047 1.674 
0.960 1.856 0.980 1.774 
N(OOOOr) c, 1.034 1.703 c, 1.041 1.728 
0.961 1.839 0.980 1.781 
0.955 1.989 0.975 1.926 
1.027 1.776 1.050 1.648 





Table 3 cont'd. 
Hartree-Fock Geometry MP2 Geometry 
System Sy mm rA·H a rH ... B b Ang lee Symm rA-H a rH ... B b Ang lee 
l\l(())(())(())(A) C1 1.017 1.904 C1 1.028 1.870 
1.018 1.904 1.028 1.870 
1.017 1.904 1.028 1.869 
1.028 1.937 1.046 1.861 
l\l(()A)(())(()) C1 1.030 1.746 C1 1.048 1.672 
0.969 1.915 0.999 1.768 
1.020 1.862 1.031 1.829 
1.020 1.862 1.031 1.831 
l\l(()())(())(A) C1 1.026 1.786 C1 1.039 1.739 
0.959 1.874 0.979 1.795 
1.019 1.875 1.030 1.845 
1.033 1.904 1.052 1.825 
l\l(())(())(A)(A) C1 1.016 1.920 c, 1.027 1.888 
1.016 1.920 1.027 1.891 
1.027 1.955 1.043 1.889 
1.028 1.954 1.043 1.888 
l\l(()())(A)(A) c, 1.024 1.801 c, 1.037 1.761 
0.959 1.879 0.978 1.802 
1.030 1.923 1.047 1.857 
1.030 1.923 1.047 1.857 
l\l(())(())(AA) c, 1.019 1.881 c, 1.029 1.859 
1.019 1.880 1.029 1.857 
1.044 1.816 1.077 1.695 
1.012 2.189 1.028 2.086 
l\l(()A()Ar) c, 1.034 1.702 c, 1.055 1.625 
0.971 1.876 1.005 1.725 
1.008 2.242 1.020 2.164 
1.045 1.827 1.067 1.743 
l\l(())(A)(A)(A) c, 1.016 1.929 c, 1.026 1.899 
1.026 1.978 1.040 1.916 
1.025 1.974 1.040 1.921 
1.026 1.978 1.040 1.920 
l\l(A)(A)(A)(A) c, 1.025 1.988 c, 1.039 1.935 
1.025 1.988 1.039 1.935 
1.025 1.988 1.039 1.935 
1.025 1.988 1.039 1.935 
l\l(AAAAr) c, 1.051 1.769 c, 1.084 1.661 
1.013 2.154 1.027 2.077 
1.042 1.842 1.023 1.758 
1.009 2.367 1.064 2.220 
• A-H bond distance, see text for details. 
b H ... B bond distance, see text for details. 
clntramolecular H-A-H bond angle. 
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Table 4. Relative performance of basis sets and theories• 
Standard Deviation 
Level cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-a:-pvdz 6-311++G(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF 5.03 6.38 5.64 5.74 6.40 5.67 
MP2 3.89 0.63 0.84 1.34 0.58 0.54 
MP3 3.06 1.00 0.60 
MP4SDTQ 3.43 0.80 0.10 
CCSD 2.87 1.33 0.92 
CCSD(T) 3.26 0.80 0.00 
Range 
Level cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-a:-pvdz 6-311 ++G(d.p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF 23.53 32.38 28.72 29.48 35.52 28.71 
MP2 17.60 2.08 3.02 3.85 2.92 2.15 
MP3 13.17 4.92 2.49 
MP4SDTQ 15.48 3.42 0.53 
CCSD 11.96 6.69 4.76 
CCSD(T) 15.16 3.17 0.00 
•All values in kJ/mol. 
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Table 5. Absolute Thermochemical Values• 
System Geometry Sy mm E(OK) 6 E(298K) 6 H(298K) 6 5(298K) c G(298K) 6 
H20 HF/6-31G(d) C2v -76.296062 -76.272715 -76.271770 188.25 -76.293148 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) C2v -76.295918 -76.273058 -76.272114 188.86 -76.293561 
H30+ HF/6-31G(d) C3v -76.567847 -76.532132 -76.531188 193.05 -76.553110 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C3v -76.567517 -76.532056 -76.531112 193.41 -76.553074 
NH3 HF/6-31G(d) C3v -56.433415 -56.397508 -56.396564 192.01 -56.418369 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) C3v -56.433308 -56.397311 -56.396366 192.42 -56.418218 
NH/ HF/6-31G(d) To -56.770479 -56.720051 -56.719107 185.56 -56.740179 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) To -56.770266 -56.719822 -56.718878 185.95 -56.739994 
W(O} HF/6-31 G(d) Cs -152.916771 -152.856045 -152.855101 285.84 -152.887561 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) C1 -152.917970 -152.858297 -152.857353 269.44 -152.887951 
N(O} HF/6-31G(d) C1 -133.0990276 -133.0221386 -133.021195 317.09 -133.057352 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) C1 -133.098816 -133.022368 -133.021424 320.64 -133.057835 
N(A} HF/6-31G(d) C3v -113.245193 -113.155718 -113.154774 283.93 -113.187017 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) Cs -113.246121 -113.157264 -113.156320 285.66 -113.188759 
W(O}(O} HF/6-31G(d) C1 -229.250931 -229.162528 -229.161584 366.95 -229.203255 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C1 -229.251939 -229.164032 -229.163088 363.38 -229.204354 
W(A}(A} HF/6-31G(d) Cs -189.5536099 -189.4409549 -189.440010 383.96 -189.483613 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) Not Stable 
N(O}(O} HF/6-31 G(d) C1 -209.422478 -209.318906 -209.317962 398.07 -209.363167 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) Cs -209.423126 -209.319537 -209.318593 388.64 -209.362726 
N(OO} HF/6-31G(d) C1 -209.417676 -209.314106 -209.313162 384.86 -209.356866 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) Cs -209.418661 -209.315999 -209.315055 374.41 -209.357573 
N(O)(A) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -189.566602 -189.450277 -189.449333 397.75 -189.494501 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) C1 -189.567502 -189.451328 -189.450384 387.89 -189.494433 
N(OA} HF/6-31G(d) Cs -189.560286 -189.443964 -189.443020 408.54 -189.489413 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C1 -189.561852 -189.446197 -189.445253 396.58 -189.490289 
N(A}(A) HF/6-31 G(d) Cs -169.710071 -169.581864 -169.580920 397.17 -169.626022 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) Cs -169.711029 -169.581955 -169.581011 376.67 -169.623786 
N(AA) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -169.697848 -169.569641 -169.568697 397.20 -169.613802 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) Not Stable 
W(O}(O}(O) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -305.578816 -305.462980 -305.462036 447.61 -305.512866 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C1 -305.580105 -305.464760 -305.463816 439.35 -305.513708 
W(OO}(O} HF/6-31G(d) C1 -305.571970 -305.457166 -305.456222 443.68 -305.506605 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C1 -305.573671 -305.460698 -305.459754 433.04 -305.508930 
W(A)(A)(A} HF/6-31G(d) C1 -246.019603 -245.865236 -245.864292 461.26 -245.916672 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C3 -246.021687 -245.868296 -245.867351 442.48 -245.917599 
N(O}(O}(O} HF/6-31G(d) C3 -285.742160 -285.611863 -285.610918 475.62 -285.664929 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) C3 -285.743021 -285.612730 -285.611786 463.28 -285.664395 
N(OO}(O} HF/6-31G(d) C1 -285. 738998 -285.608629 -285.607685 479.13 -285.662095 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) C1 -285.740153 -285.609908 -285.608964 464.00 -285.661656 
N[O(O)(O)] HF/6-31G(d) C1 -285.733309 -285.603231 -285.602287 498.13 -285.658854 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) C1 -285.734714 -285.605252 -285.604308 468.29 -285.657486 
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Table S cont'd. 
System Geometry Sy mm E(OK) 6 E(29BK) 6 H(29BK) 6 $(298K) c G(298K) 6 
N(OOOr) HF/6-31G(d) Cs -285. 7 42414 -285.611554 -285.610610 426.97 -285.659096 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) c, -285.743509 -285.612667 -285.611722 413.17 -285.658642 
N(O)(O)(A) HF/6-31G(d) c, -265.884887 -265.741781 -265.740837 490.08 -265.796491 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) c, -265.885876 -265.742770 -265.741826 478.31 -265.796142 
N(OA)(O) HF/6-31G(d) c, -265.881082 -265.737883 -265.736939 495.44 -265.793201 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) c, -265.882657 -265. 739731 -265. 738787 477.53 -265. 793015 
N(OO)(A) HF/6-31G(d) c, -265.882514 -265.739339 -265.738395 483.42 -265.793291 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) c, -265.883827 -265.740791 -265.739846 463.01 -265.792425 
N(OOAr) HF/6-31 G(d) c, -265.883405 -265.740048 -265. 739104 434.23 -265.788414 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) c, -265.884780 -265.741586 -265.740642 417.43 -265. 788045 
N(OAOr) HF/6-31G(d) c, -265.876878 -265.733471 -265.732527 460.69 -265.784842 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) Not Stable 
N(O)(A)(A) HF/6-31G(d) Cs -246.027200 -245.871273 -245.870329 495.81 -245.926632 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) c, -246.028102 -245.872072 -245.871128 498.18 -245.927701 
N(OA)(A) HF/6-31G(d) Cs -246.024444 -245.868420 -245.867476 492.03 -245.923350 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) c, -246.026083 -245.870251 -245.869306 484.19 -245.924291 
N(AA)(O) HF/6-31G(d) Cs -246.016792 -245.861347 -245.860403 496.45 -245.916780 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) Not Stable 
N[O(A)(A)] HF/6-31 G(d) c, -246.016336 -245.860911 -245.859966 508.08 -245.917663 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) Not Stable 
N(AOAr) HF/6-31 G(d) Cs -246.023069 -245.867230 -245.866286 435.33 -245.915722 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) Cs -246.024492 -245.868902 -245.867958 422.96 -245.915989 
N(A}(A)(A) HF/6-31G(d) c, -226.169146 -226.000376 -225.999432 491.18 -226.055210 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) c, -226.170146 -226.001113 -226.000169 473.30 -226.053916 
N(AAAr) HF/6-31 G(d) c, -226.158253 -225.989760 -225.988816 468.59 -226.042029 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) Not Stable 
N(O)(O}(O)(O) HF/6-31 G(d) c, -362.058710 -361.901718 -361.900774 587.33 -361.967472 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) c, -362.059792 -361.902815 -361.901871 572.36 -361.966868 
N(OO)(O)(O) HF/6-31G(d) c, -362.056892 -361.899764 -361.898820 577.54 -361.964404 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) c, -362.058231 -361.901187 -361.900242 558.24 -361. 963635 
N(OO)(OO) HF/6-31 G(d) c, -362.054505 -361.897306 -361.896361 569.98 -361.961088 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) c, -362.056111 -361.899104 -361.898160 549.77 -361.960592 
N[O(O)(O)](O) HF/6-31G(d) Cs -362.052597 -361.895524 -361.894580 572.47 -361.959590 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) Not Stable 
N(OOOOr) HF/6-31G(d) c, -362.056715 -361.899070 -361.898126 521.81 -361.957382 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) c, -362.058483 -361.900901 -361.899957 498.64 -361.956583 
N(OOOr)(O) HF/6-31G(d) Not Stable 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) c, -362.061826 -361.904232 -361. 903288 515.28 -361.961802 
N(O)(O)(O)(A) HF/6-31G(d) c, -342.200573 -342.030755 -342.029811 583.82 -342.096109 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) c, -342.201720 -342.031814 -342.030870 568.63 -342.095444 
N(OA)(O)(O) HF/6-31G(d) c, -342.1986575 -342.028658 -342.027714 583.70 -342.093998 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) c, -342.200310 -342.030408 -342.029464 562.36 -342.093325 
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Table 5 cont'd. 
System Geometry Sy mm EcoK> 
6 
E{298K) 6 H(298K) 6 S{298K) c G(298K) 6 
N(OO)(O)(A) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -342.199322 -342.029362 -342.028418 576.77 -342.093916 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C1 -342 .2007 41 -342.030786 -342.029842 557.74 -342.093179 
N(O)(O)(A)(A) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -322.341943 -322.159307 -322 .158363 597.55 -322.226220 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C1 -322.343092 -322.160231 -322.159287 589.60 -322.226242 
N(OO)(A)(A) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -322.341259 -322.158465 -322.157521 585.98 -322.224065 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C1 -322.342681 -322.159755 -322.158810 562.48 -322.222685 
N(O)(O)(AA) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -322.332848 -322.150535 -322.149591 600.21 -322.217750 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C1 -322.334286 -322.152098 -322.151154 582.47 -322.217298 
N(OA)(OA) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -322.338278 -322.155365 -322.154421 594.07 -322.221884 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) Not Stable 
N(OAOAr) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -322.335848 -322. 153057 -322.152113 525.62 -322.211802 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C1 -322.337927 -322. 155436 -322.154491 507.79 -322.212155 
N(O)(A)(A)(A) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -302.482602 -302.287163 -302.286219 603.83 -302.354789 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C1 -302.483622 -302.287791 -302.286847 576.89 -302.352358 
N(A)(A)(A)(A) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -282.624004 -282.415725 -282.414781 600.36 -282.482958 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C1 -282.625073 -282.416199 -282.415255 575.10 -282.480563 
N(AAAAr) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -282.606931 -282.399208 -282.398264 549.80 -282.460699 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C1 -282.608742 -282.401117 -282.400172 526.44 -282.459955 
• MP2/6-3 l ++G(2d,2p) single-point energies calculated with geometries from the indicated level. 
b Atomic units (Hartree/particle). 
c Units of J/mol*K. 
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Table 6. Hydrogen Bond Energies, Enthalpies, Entropies and Free Energies• 











































































-143.18 -139.63 -142.11 -112.81 -108.48 
-85.29 -77.12 -79.60 -55.42 -63.08 
-85.67 -77.42 -79.90 -54.17 -63.75 
-108.43 -100.19 -102.66 -93.64 -74.75 
-111.71 -105.36 -107.85 -92.72 -80.20 





































































-88.27 -94.92 -59.97 
-58.42 -126.44 -20.72 
-65.63 -108.58 -33.26 
-65.78 -120.86 -29.75 
-53.03 -121.79 -16.71 
-56.49 -135.08 -16.22 
-82.90 -112.66 -49.31 
-85.58 -125.17 -48.26 
-66.32 -101.88 -35.95 
-72.10 -116.48 -37.38 
-77.67 -78.78 -54.18 
-74.36 -101.41 -44.13 
-45.58 -78.75 -22.10 
-75.30 -107.60 -43.22 
-75.12 -112.90 -41.46 
-60.04 -111.54 -26.79 
-64.46 -119.21 -28.92 
-72.77 -114.72 -38.57 
NAC NAC NAC 
-55.62 -110.71 -22.62 
-55.34 -114.22 -21.29 
-47.14 -107.19 -15.18 
-47.93 -113.49 -14.10 
-45.57 -74.98 -23.21 
-45.00 -94.99 -16.68 
-54.82 -159.36 -7.30 
-55.17 -164.32 -6.18 
-69.08 -100.00 -39.26 
-70.54 -102.76 -39.90 
-58.84 -94.65 -30.62 
-62.56 -103.53 -31.69 
-45.40 -102.59 -14.81 
-45.55 -113. 75 -11.63 
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Table 6 cont'd. 
System Geometry Sy mm L\E(oKJ b L\E(298K) b L\H(298K) b L\S(298KJ c L\G(298Kl b 
N(OOAr) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -54.46 -44.78 -47.26 -151.78 -2.01 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C1 -56.08 -45.16 -47.64 -159.32 -0.13 
N(OAOr) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -55.09 -44.78 -47.26 -129.40 -8.68 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C1 Not Stable 
N(O)(A)(A) HF/6-31G(d) Cs -71.37 -61.67 -64.14 -93.96 -36.13 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) C1 -71.65 -61.52 -64.00 -82.14 -39.51 
N(OA)(A) HF/6-31G(d) Cs -64.13 -54.18 -56.65 -97.74 -27.51 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C1 -66.35 -56.74 -59.22 -96.12 -30.56 
N(AA)(O) HF/6-31 G(d) Cs -27.98 -17.77 -20.25 -88.97 6.28 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) Not Stable 
N[O(A)(A)] HF/6-31G(d) C1 -42.85 -34.46 -36.94 -81.68 -12.58 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) Not Stable 
N(AOAr) HF/6-31G(d) Cs -44.46 -33.21 -35.70 -150.09 9.05 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) Cs -46.07 -36.47 -38.95 -143.19 3.56 
N(A)(A)(A) HF/6-31 G(d) C1 -67.37 -55.15 -57.62 -98.00 -28.41 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C1 -67.76 -57.36 -59.84 -95.81 -31.28 
N(AAAr) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -38.77 -27.27 -29.75 -120.59 6.20 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) Not Stable 
N(O)(O)(O)(O) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -53.79 -45.00 -47.48 -76.53 -24.67 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C1 -54.75 -44.70 -47.18 -79.77 -23.40 
N(OO)(O)(O) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -49.02 -39.87 -42.35 -86.34 -16.61 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C1 -50.65 -40.43 -42.91 -93.90 -14.91 
N(OO)(OO) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -51.05 -41.91 -44.39 -97.40 -15.35 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C1 -52.61 -42.37 -44.85 -103.09 -14.11 
N[O(O)(O)](O) HF/6-31 G(d) Cs -46.04 -37.23 -39.71 -94.91 -11.41 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) Not Stable 
N(OOOOr) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -56.86 -46.54 -49.02 -145.58 -5.62 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C1 -58.84 -47.09 -49.57 -154.22 -3.59 
N(OOOr)(O) HF/6-31G(d) Not Stable 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C1 -60.09 -48.43 -50.90 -136.86 -10.10 
N(O)(O)(O)(A) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -65.63 -56.14 -58.62 -83.81 -33.63 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) C1 -66.66 -57.17 -59.65 -87.06 -33.69 
N(OA)(O)(O) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -60.60 -50.63 -53.12 -83.94 -28.09 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C1 -62.96 -53.47 -55.96 -93.34 -28.13 
N(OO)(O)(A) HF/6-31 G(d) C1 -48.24 -39.03 -41.51 -101.57 -11.23 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C1 -49.74 -71.72 -41.75 -109.42 -9.13 
N(O)(O)(A)(A) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -62.07 -52.56 -55.04 -84.55 -29.83 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C1 -62.77 -52.90 -55.39 -81.13 -31.20 
N(OO)(A)(A) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -47.25 -38.01 -40.49 -98.07 -11.25 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C1 -49.00 -38.40 -40.88 -124.56 -3.74 
N(O)(O)(AA) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -38.19 -29.52 -32.00 -81.89 -7.59 
MP2/6-31+G(d,p) C1 -39.65 -31.55 -34.03 -88.27 -7.71 
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Table 6 cont'd. 
System Geometry Sy mm ~EcOK) b ~Ec29aK) b ~H(29aK) b ~s(29aK) c ~G(298Kl b 
N(OA)(OA) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -62.44 -52.44 -54.92 -93.38 -27.08 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) Not Stable 
N(OAOAr) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -40.28 -31.30 -33.78 -154.66 12.33 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) C1 -49.21 -40.31 -42.79 -162.94 5.79 
N(O)(A)(A)(A) HF/.6-31G(d) C1 -57.73 -48.26 -50.74 -83.99 -25.70 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) C1 -58.32 -48.33 -50.81 -113.72 -16.91 
N(A)(A)(A)(A) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -56.30 -46.84 -49.32 -82.83 -24.62 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) C1 -56.76 -46.67 -49.15 -90.62 -22.13 
N(AAAAr) HF/6-31G(d) C1 -11.47 -3.47 -5.95 -133.39 33.82 
MP2/6-31 +G(d,p) C1 -13.88 -7.07 -9.55 -139.27 31.98 
a Thermochemical quantities using the scheme in equation 2 and the MP2/6-3 l l ++G(2d,2p) energies. 
b Units of kJ/mol. 
c Units of J/mol*K. 
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Table 7. Parameters Related to the Hydrogen Bond Energy 
qHqBe H ... Bt 
System Sy mm iiEoKa b iiqcT c iiqcT d rH ... B qH,NBO g rH ... B Overlap 
W(O) Cs -143.2 1.194 0.167 0.189 -0.523 0.116 0.627 
N(O) C1 -85.7 1.713 0.012 0.041 -0.292 0.029 0.503 
N(A) C3v -111.7 1.594 0.087 0.123 -0.365 0.083 0.503 
W(O)(O) C1 -99.9 1.454 0.041 0.085 -0.405 0.016 0.591 
N(O)(O) Cs -74.5 1.742 0.014 0.036 -0.279 0.005 0.487 
N(OO) Cs -62.8 1.724 0.006 0.032 -0.316 0.213 0.547 
N(O)(A) C1 -92.9 1.716 0.048 0.086 -0.329 0.053 0.487 
N(OA) C1 -78.0 1.674 0.030 0.081 -0.378 0.026 0.547 
N(A)(A) Cs -83.0 1.769 0.036 0.074 -0.313 0.042 0.478 
W(O)(O)(O) C1 -84.7 1.550 0.021 0.062 -0.374 0.003 0.582 
W(OO)(O) C1 -67.8 1.571 0.018 0.056 -0.359 0.000 0.566 
N(O)(O)(O) C3 -63.0 1.802 0.006 0.029 -0.263 -0.002 0.475 
N(OO)(O) C1 -55.4 1.760 0.002 0.027 -0.310 -0.011 0.547 
N[O(O)(O)] C1 -52.9 1.765 0.000 0.027 -0.308 -0.011 0.546 
N(OOOr) C1 -64.2 1.956 -0.010 0.028 -0.279 -0.007 0.547 
N(O)(O)(A) C1 -77.3 1.798 0.026 0.066 -0.306 0.033 0.475 
N(O)(O)(A)h C1 -59.0 1.834 0.004 0.026 -0.255 -0.004 0.469 
N(OA)(O) C1 -68.8 1.730 0.019 0.066 -0.366 0.014 0.547 
N(OO)(A) C1 -53.6 1.772 0.001 0.026 -0.306 -0.012 0.544 
N(OOAr) C1 -56.1 1.894 -0.008 0.023 -0.286 -0.007 0.544 
N(O)(A)(A) C1 -71.7 1.834 0.019 0.059 -0.296 0.026 0.469 
N(OA)(A) C1 -66.4 1.749 0.016 0.063 -0.360 0.011 0.544 
N(AOAr) Cs -46.1 2.212 -0.007 0.015 -0.193 -0.012 0.428 
N(A)(A)(A) C1 -67.8 1.865 0.016 0.054 -0.288 0.021 0.464 
N(O)(O)(O)(O) C1 -54.8 1.849 -0.001 0.024 -0.250 0.000 0.463 
N(OO)(O)(O) C1 -50.7 1.787 0.000 0.024 -0.302 -0.013 0.542 
N(OO)(OO) C1 -52.6 1.774 0.001 0.025 -0.306 -0.012 0.544 
N(OOOOr) C1 -58.8 1.926 -0.012 0.028 -0.282 -0.008 0.544 
N(OOOr)(O) C1 -60.1 1.963 -0.012 0.027 -0.275 -0.009 0.542 
N(O)(O)(O)(A) C1 -66.7 1.861 0.011 0.053 -0.288 0.019 0.463 
N(O)(O)(O)(A)h C1 -52.3 1.870 -0.001 0.022 -0.244 0.000 0.458 
N(OA)(O)(O) C1 -63.0 1.768 0.012 0.058 -0.355 0.006 0.542 
N(OO)(O)(A) C1 -49.7 1.795 -0.001 0.023 -0.300 -0.014 0.540 
N(O)(O)(A)(A) C1 -62.8 1.888 0.008 0.049 -0.281 0.014 0.458 
N(O)(O)(A)(A)h C1 -50.1 1.888 -0.002 0.021 -0.240 -0.010 0.454 
N(OO)(A)(A) C1 -49.0 1.802 -0.001 0.022 -0.298 -0.014 0.539 
N(O)(O)(AA) C1 -39.6 2.086 -0.009 0.024 -0.236 -0.014 0.425 
N(OAOAr)h C1 -49.2 2.164 -0.011 0.016 -0.197 -0.012 0.427 
N(O)(A)(A)(A) C1 -58.3 1.920 0.005 0.044 -0.274 0.011 0.454 
N(A)(A)(A)(A) C1 -56.8 1.935 0.004 0.042 -0.269 0.006 0.450 
N(AAAAr) C1 -13.9 2.220 -0.010 0.021 -0.220 -0.007 0.421 
•In kJ/mol from MP2/6-3 l ++G(2d,2p) data. 5 Units of Angstroms from geometry optimization. cusing 
Mulliken charges in units of e.35 dUsing NBO char~es in units of e.36 •Using NBO charges in units of e2/A. 
r Using Mulliken population analysis in units of e. For subtraction of a water molecule. g Charge of 
bonding proton in units of e using NBO charges. 
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Table 8. MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p)//MP2/6-3l+G(d,p) Relative Isomer Stabilities, Hydrogen Bond 
Strengths and Hydrogen Bond Free Energies 
System Relative G8 ~Ga.5 ~Hu ~HExe a 








N(O) 0.00 -63.7 -75.4 -72.38k 
-83.261 





W(O)(O) 0.00 -60.0 -81.3 -54.39e 






N(O)(O) 0.00 -29.7 -61.5 -61.50k 
N(OO) 13.53 -16.2 -52.2 -61.921 
N(O)(A) 0.00 -48.3 -80.5 -76.99k 
N(OA) 10.88 -37.4 -66.5 
N(A)(A) 0.00 -44.1 -69.7 -26.78q 






W(O)(O)(O) 0.00 -41.5 -68.7 -66.941 







N(O)(O)(O) 0.00 -21.3 -51.2 -51.041 
N(O)(OO) 7.19 -14.1 -43.8 -56.07k 
N(OOOr) 15.10 -6.2 -51.1 
N[O(O)(O)] 18.14 -16.7 -40.9 
N(A)(O)(O) 0.00 -39.9 -65.9 -76.15k 
N(OA)(O) 8.21 -31.7 -57.9 
N(OO)(A) 9.76 -11.6 -40.9 
N(OOAr) 21.26 -0.1 -43.0 
N(OAOr) Not Stable 
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Table 8. cont'd 
System Relative G8 AG8·r; AH1·r; H I A Exe 
N~Ad(A)(O) 0.00 -39.5 -59.6 -71.55k ( A)(A) 8.95 -30.6 -54.9 
N(AOAr) 30.94 3.8 -34.6 
N(AA)(O) Not Stable 
N[O(A)(A)] Not Stable 
N(A)(A)(A) 0.00 -31.3 -55.7 -55.231 
N(AAAr) Not Stable -56.48~ 
N(AA)(A) Not Stable -57.74 




N(O)(O)(O)(O) 0.00 -23.4 -43.0 -45. 191 
N(O)(O)(OO) 8.49 -14.9 -38.7 -51.04k 
N(OOOr)(O) 13.30 -10.1 -46.7 
N(OO)(OO) 16.48 -14.1 -40.7 
N(OOOOr) 27.00 -3.6 -45.4 
N[O(O)(O)](O) Not Stable 
N(O)(O)(O)(A) 0.00 -33.7 -55.1 -72.38k 
N(O)(O)(OA) 5.56 -28.1 -51.4 
N(O)(A)(OO) 5.95 -9.1 -37.2 
N(O)(O)(A)(A) 0.00 -31.2 -51.1 -65.69k 
N(OO)(A)(A) 9.34 -3.7 -36.6 
N(O)(O)(AA) 23.48 -7.7 -29.7 
N(OAAOr) 33.88 -5.5 -49.6 
N(OAOAr) 36.99 5.8 -38.5 
N(AOOAr) 42.68 29.6 -24.7 
N(O)(A)(A)(A 0.00 -16.9 -46.8 -62.76k 
N[O(A)(A)](A) 11.56 -14.3 -40.6 
N[AO(A)Ar] Not Stable 
N(A)(A)(A)(A) 0.00 -22.1 -45.2 -44.351 







1 Units ofkJ/mol. ° Corrected for BSSE. 
cRef. 40, dRef. 41, 0Ref. 42, rRef. 43, 8Ref. 44, hRef. 45, iRef. 46, jRef. 47, kRef. 48, 1Ref. 49, 
mRef. 50, 0Ref. 51, 0 Ref. 52, PRef. 53, qRef. 54, 'Ref. 55, 5Ref. 56, 1Ref. 57, URef. 58, VRef. 59. 
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Table 9. MP2/6-311++G(2d,2p)//HF/6-31G(d) Relative Isomer Stabilities, Hydrogen 
Bond Strengths and Hydrogen Bond Energies 
System Relative Ga !),.Ga !),.Ha 
W(O) 0.00 -108.44 -136.90 
N(O) 0.00 -63.08 -79.60 
N(A) 0.00 -74.75 -102.66 
W(O)(O) 0.00 -59.20 -91.14 
W(OO) Not Stable 
N(O)(O) 0.00 -33.26 -65.63 
N(OO) 16.54 -16.71 -53.03 
N(O)(A) 0.00 -49.31 -82.90 
N(OA) 13.36 -35.95 -66.32 
W(A)(A) 28.59 -20.72 -58.42 
N(A)(A) 0.00 -54.18 -77.67 
N(AA) 32.08 -22.10 -45.58 
W(O)(O)(O) 0.00 -43.22 -75.30 
W(O)(OO) 16.44 -26.79 -60.04 
N(O)(O)(O) 0.00 -22.62 -55.62 
N(O)(OO) 7.44 -15.18 -47.14 
N(OOOr) 15.31 -7.30 -54.82 
N[O(O)(O)] 15.95 -23.21 -45.57 
N(A)(O)(O) 0.00 -39.26 -69.08 
N(OO)(A) 8.40 -14.81 -45.40 
N(OA)(O) 8.64 -30.62 -58.84 
N(OOAr) 21.21 -2.01 -47.26 
N(OAOr) 30.58 -8.68 -47.26 
N(A)(A)(O) 0.00 -36.13 -64.14 
N(OA)(A) 8.62 -27.51 -56.65 
N[O(A)(A)] 23.55 -12.58 -36.94 
N(AA)(O) 25.87 6.28 -20.25 
W(A)(A)(A) 26.15 -38.57 -72.77 
N(AOAr) 28.64 9.05 -35.70 
N(A)(A)(A) 0.00 -28.41 -57.62 
N(AAAr) 34.61 6.20 -29.75 
N(O)(O)(O)(O) 0.00 -24.67 -47.48 
N(O)(O)(OO) 8.05 -16.61 -42.35 
N(OO)(OO) 16.76 -15.35 -44.39 
N[O(O)(O)](O) 20.69 -11.41 -39.71 
N(OOOOr) 26.49 -5.62 -49.02 
N(O)(O)(O)(A) 0.00 -33.63 -58.62 
N(O)(O)(OA) 5.54 -28.09 -53.12 
N(O)(A)(OO) 5.76 -11.23 -41.51 
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Table 9. cont'd 
System Relative G5 aG1 a Ha 
N(O)(O)(A)(A) 0.00 -29.83 -55.04 
N(OO)(A)(A) 5.66 -11.25 -40.49 
N(OA)(OA) 11.38 -27.08 -54.92 
N(O)(O)(AA) 22.24 -7.59 -32.00 
N(OAOAr) 37.85 12.33 -33.78 
N(O)(A)(A)(A) 0.00 -25.70 -50.74 
N[AO(A)Ar] 37.96 -16.39 -48.03 
N(A)(A)(A)(A) 0.00 -24.62 -49.32 
N(AAAAr) 58.44 33.82 -5.95 
a Units ofkJ/mol. 
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Hydrogen-Bond Strength as a 
Function of Hydrogen-Bond Length 
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Figure 1. Regression of~ vs. hydrogen bond length for addition 
of inner shell ammonia. 
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Figure 2. Regression of ~E vs Mulliken charge transfer for 
addition of inner shell ammonia 
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Hydrogen-Bond Strength as a Function 
of NBO Charge Transfer 
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Figure 3. Regression of LiE vs NBO charge transfer for addition of 
inner shell ammonia. 
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Hydrogen-Bond Strength as a Function 
of NBO Electrostatic Attraction 
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Figure 4. Regression of dE vs. NBO electrostatic attraction for 
addition of inner shell ammonia. 
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Figure 5. Regression of LiE vs. Mulliken overlap population for 
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Figure 7. Hydrogen bond strength vs. hydrogen bond length for 
addition of outer shell ammonia. 
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Hydrogen-Bond Strength as a 
Function of Mulliken Charge Transfer 
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Figure 8. Hydrogen bond strength vs. Mulliken charge transfer for 
addition of outer shell ammonia. 
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Figure 9. Hydrogen bond strength vs. NBO charge transfer for 
addition of outer shell ammonia. 
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Function of NBO Electrostatic 
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Figure 10. Hydrogen bond strength vs. NBO electrostatic 
attraction for addition of outer shell ammonia. 
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Figure 11. Hydrogen bond strength vs. Mulliken overlap 
population for addition of outer shell ammonia. 
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Hydrogen-Bond Strength as a 
Function of the Proton Charge 
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Figure 12. Hydrogen bond strength vs. proton charge for addition 
of outer shell ammonia. 
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Hydrogen-Bond Strength as a 
Function of Hydrogen-Bond Length 
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Figure 13. Regression of LIB vs. Hydrogen bond length for 
addition of water to inner shell. 
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Figure 14. Regression of LIB vs. NBO charge transfer for addition 
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Figure 15. Regression of ~E vs. NBO electrostatic attraction for 
addition of water to inner shell. 
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Figure 16. Hydrogen bond strength vs. Hydrogen bond length for 
addition of water to outer shell. 
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Figure 1 7. Hydrogen bond strength vs. NBO charge transfer for 
addition of water to outer shell. 
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Hydrogen-Bond Strength as a 
Function of NBO Electrostatic 
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Figure 18. Hydrogen bond strength vs. NBO electrostatic 
attraction for addition of water to outer shell. 
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Appendix A. MP2/6-3l+G(d,p) Equilibrium Structures 
Water (0), C2v Hydronium (W), C3v 
Ammonia (A), C3v Ammonium (N), To 
W(O), Cs N(O), C1 
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Appendix A. cont'd 
N(A), C3v W(O)(O), C1 
N(O)(O), Ct N(OO), Ct 
N(O)(A), C1 N(OA), Cs 
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Appendix A. cont'd 
N(A)(A), Cs \\'(())(())(()), C1 
\\'(A)(A)(A), C1 
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Appendix A. cont'd 
N([()(())(())], C::1 N(()()()r), C::1 
N(())(())(.t\.), C::1 N(().t\.)(()), C::1 
N(OO)(.t\.), C::1 N(()Q.t\.r), C::1 
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Appendix A. cont'd 
N(O)(A)(A), Cs N(OA)(A), Ci 
N(AOAr), Cs N(A)(A)(A), Ci 
N(O)(O)(O)(O), Ci N(OO)(O)(O), Ci 
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Appendix A. cont'd 
N(OO)(OO), C1 N(OOOOr), C1 
N(OOOr)(O), C1 N(O)(O)(O)(A), C1 
N(O.t\.)(0)(0), C1 N(OO)(O)(.t\), C1 
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Appendix A. cont'd 
N(())(())(A)(A), C'.1 N(()())(A)(A), C'.1 
N(())(())(AA), C'.1 N(()A()Ar), C'.1 
N(())(A)(A)(A), C'.1 N(A)(A)(A)(A), C'.1 
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Appendix A. cont'd 
N(AAAAr), C1 
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Appendix B. Single-Point Energies with MP2/6-3l+G(d,p) Geometries and Thermal Corrections 
System: 0 Entropy: 45.139000 Energy: 0.022860 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -76.2097766 Enthalpy: 0.023804 Gibb's: 0.002357 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -76.0257317 -76.0366722 -76.0398276 -76.0403061 -76.0516057 -76.0548476 
MP2 -76.2282297 -76.2459074 -76.2588818 -76.2678750 -76.2745351 -76.2959179 
MP3 -76.2351239 -76.2505162 -76.2769833 
MP4SDTQ -76.2405139 -76.2580884 -76.2869089 
CCSD -76.2378165 -76.2540445 -76.2808457 
CCSD(T) -76.2409046 -76.2578778 -76.2862519 
System: w Entropy: 46.225000 Energy: 0.035461 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -76.47778 Enthalpy: 0.036405 Gibb's: 0.014443 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -76.3101781 -76.3121741 -76.3157877 -76.3161841 -76.3297528 -76.3324712 
MP2 -76.5147820 -76.5183736 -76.5284896 -76.5298792 -76.5496409 -76.5675166 
MP3 -76.5231480 -76.5263465 -76.5555272 
MP4SDTQ -76.5286995 -76.5323656 -76.5635823 
CCSD -76.5259059 -76.5292459 -76.5586554 
CCSD(T) -76.5291737 -76.5327085 -76.5635653 
System: A Entropy: 45.990000 Energy: 0.035997 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -56.363197 Enthalpy: 0.036942 Gibb's: 0.015090 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -56.1951562 -56.2026628 -56.2046957 -56.2051069 -56.2140675 -56.2172924 
MP2 -56.3816247 -56.3929892 -56.4026833 -56.4047554 -56.4154602 -56.4333078 
MP3 -56.3952873 -56.4054920 -56.4263119 
MP4SDTQ -56.4010072 -56.4120621 -56.4345163 
CCSD -56.3978906 -56.4083267 -56.4292475 
CCSD(T) -56.4016773 -56.4125646 -56.4346622 
System: N Entropy: 44.443000 Energy: 0.050444 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -56.7011658 Enthalpy: 0.051388 Gibb's: 0.030272 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -56.5446429 -56.5454226 -56.5466289 -56.5471468 -56.5582125 -56.5611429 
MP2 -56.7306817 -56.7320148 -56. 7379185 -56.7397732 -56.7556269 -56.7702659 
MP3 -56.7461142 -56.7473780 -56.7694136 
MP4SDTQ -56.7517816 -56.7530701 -56.7776432 
CCSD -56.7489424 -56. 7501660 -56.7722549 
CCSD(T) -56.7526429 -56.7539154 -56.7770079 
System: W(O) Entropy: 64.398000 Energy: 0.059673 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -152. 7985956 Enthalpy: 0.060617 Gibb's: 0.030019 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -152.3903213 -152.3978734 -152.4044318 -152.4051678 -152.4327379 -152.4364281 
MP2 -152.8055740 -152.8190116 -152.8416471 -152.8450172 -152.8814875 -152.9179702 
MP3 -152.8184627 -152.8303678 -152.8887483 
MP4SDTQ -152.8303499 -152.8441519 -152.9068568 
CCSD -152.8234649 -152.8359583 -152.8948187 
CCSD(T) -152.8308218 -152.8441250 -152.9060519 
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System: N(O) Entropy: 76.634000 Energy: 0.076448 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -132.9463536 Enthalpy: 0.077392 Gibb's: 0.040981 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d ,2p) 
HF -132.6049659 -132.6122281 -132.6156889 -132.6167457 -132.6409620 -132.6449905 
MP2 -132.9983856 -133.0111732 -133.0293248 -133.0333703 -133.0645313 -133.0988160 
MP3 -133.0193212 -133.0305745 -133.0802289 
MP4SDTQ -133.0310494 -133.0439793 -133.0972981 
CCSD -133.0247122 -133.0364669 -133.0864711 
CCSD(T) -133.0320610 -133.0445134 -133.0971273 
System: N(A) Entropy: 68.274000 Energy: 0.088857 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -113.1701964 Enthalpy: 0.089801 Gibb's: 0.057362 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d ,2p) 
HF -112.7807462 -112.7834927 -112.7863736 -112.7874527 -112.8084046 -112.8132770 
MP2 -113.1629288 -113.1680587 -113.1830114 -113.1874711 -113.2150816 -113.2461214 
MP3 -113.1899654 -113.1947061 -113.2385790 
MP4SDTQ -113.2022795 -113.2073909 -113.2542520 
CCSD -113.1948680 -113.1995683 -113.2435640 
CCSD(T) -113.2035902 -113.2086013 -113.2548336 
System: W(O)(O) Entropy: 86.850000 Energy: 0.087907 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -228.4575951 Enthalpy: 0.088851 Gibb's: 0.047585 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -228.4568015 -228.4713935 -228.4799201 -228.4811359 -228.5220466 -228.5267902 
MP2 -229.0778987 -229.1036863 -229.1382135 -229 .1437044 -229.1957590 -229.2519392 
MP3 -229.0965905 -229.1193452 -229.2052243 
MP4SDTQ -229.1142993 -229.1407153 -229.2331914 
CCSD -229.1040607 -229.1279886 -229.2146301 
CCSD(T) -229.1149445 -229.1404078 -229.2316916 
System: N(O)(O) Entropy: 92.886000 Energy: 0.103589 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -209.2645296 Enthalpy: 0.104533 Gibb's: 0.060400 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6~311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -208.6619487 -208.6761716 -208.6820618 -208.6837180 -208.7211096 -208. 7265895 
MP2 -209.2602817 -209.2853077 -209.3157771 -209.3220509 -209.3688084 -209.4231260 
MP3 -209.2871962 -209.3091824 -209.3869063 
MP4SDTQ -209.3045998 -209.3299682 -209.4136011 
CCSD -209.2949657 -209.3180164 -209.3963644 
CCSD(T) -209.3057671 -209.3301977 -209.4127197 
System: N(OO) Entropy: 89.486000 Energy: 0.102662 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -208.6166828 Enthalpy: 0.103606 Gibb's: 0.061088 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -208.6547601 -208.6694528 -208.6755843 -208.6770573 -208.7144378 -208.7200186 
MP2 -209.2552058 -209.2809640 -209.3116147 -209.3177172 -209.3645716 -209.4186610 
MP3 -209.2815992 -209.3042913 * -209.3821200 
MP4SDTQ -209.2992521 -209.3254531 -209.4092271 
CCSD -209.2893140 -209.3131001 -209.3915455 
CCSD(T) -209.3003795 -209.3256265 -209.4082791 
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System: N(A)(O) Entropy: 92.709000 Energy: 0.116174 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -189.430343 Enthalpy: 0.117118 Gibb's: 0.073069 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -188.8355715 -188.8455596 -188.8506741 -188.8523948 -188.8863931 -188.8925868 
MP2 -189.4217164 -189.4396374 -189.4668718 -189.4736525 -189.5164313 -189.5675024 
MP3 -189.4549565 -189.4708994 * -189.5424289 
MP4SDTQ -189.4729669 -189.4910591 -189.5678491 
CCSD -189.4624571 -189.4789463 -189.5508871 
CCSD(T) -189.4744823 -189.4919979 -189.5677425 
System: N(OA) Entropy: 94.786000 Energy: 0.115655 
MP2/6-31+g(d,p)//MP2/6-31+g(d,p): -189.4251369 Enthalpy: 0.116599 Gibb's: 0.071563 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -188.8257725 -188.8364655 -188.8415926 -188.8432406 -188.8773752 -188.8835060 
MP2 -189.4151399 -189.4341620 -189.4616213 -189.4683265 -189.5109296 -189.5618516 
MP3 -189.4474017 -189.4643450 -189.5358750 
MP4SDTQ -189.4659134 -189.4852309 -189.5620495 
CCSD -189.4548937 -189.4724442 -189.5443726 
CCSD(T) -189.4673015 -189.4859989 -189.5617589 
System: N(A)(A) Entropy: 90.027000 Energy: 0.129074 
MP2/6-31+g(d,p)//MP2/6-31+g(d,p): -169.5952999 Enthalpy: 0.130018 Gibb's: 0.087243 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -169.0090977 -169.0148345 -169.0191779 -169.0209976 -169.0516313 -169.0584479 
MP2 -169.5822042 -169.5929994 -169.6170508 -169.6243955 -169.6631566 -169.7110285 
MP3 -169.6218860 -169.6317827 -169.6971867 
MP4SDTQ -169.6404496 -169.6512403 -169.7212420 
CCSD -169.6291500 -169.6390605 -169.7046634 
CCSD(T) -169.6423092 -169.6528919 -169.7219193 
System: W(O)(O)(O) Entropy: 105.006000 Energy: 0.115345 
MP2/6-31+g(d,p)//MP2/6-31+g(d,p): -305.3382689 Enthalpy: 0.116289 Gibb's: 0.066397 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d ,2p) 
HF -304.5170574 -304.5388868 -304.5495812 -304.5511759 -304.6051067 -304.6114603 
MP2 -305.3437554 -305.3824155 -305.4289592 -305.4364486 -305.5039090 -305.5801049 
MP3 -305.3684265 -305.4024992 -305.5156683 
MP4SDTQ -305.3919929 -305.4315608 -305.5536225 
CCSD -305.3784496 -305.4142988 -305.5285227 
CCSD(T) -305.3928497 -305.4309968 -305.5514374 
System: W(OO)(O) Entropy: 103.499000 Energy: 0.112973 
MP2/6-31+g(d,p)//MP2/6-31+g(d,p): -305.3325085 Enthalpy: 0.113917 Gibb's: 0.064741 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -304.5070228 -304.5288356 -304.5396754 -304.5412544 -304.5953987 -304.6018531 
MP2 -305.3373956 -305.3760159 -305.4227466 -305.4302580 -305.4978456 -305.5736705 
MP3 -305.3611155 -305.3951444 -305.5086590 
MP4SDTQ -305.3851773 -305.424 7 450 -305.5472182 
CCSD -305.3711301 -305.4069386 * -305.5215019 
CCSD(T) -305.3859386 -305.4240648 -305.5448976 
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System: W(A)(A)(A) Entropy: 105.756000 Energy: 0.153391 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -245.845176 Enthalpy: 0.154336 Gibb's: 0.104088 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -245.0434605 -245.0551169 -245.0623739 -245.0643486 -245.1085006 -245.1171763 
MP2 -245.8323010 -245.8541477 -245.8902659 -245.8993271 -245.9546898 -246.0216874 
MP3 -245.8757987 -245.8955494 -245.9893039 
MP4SDTQ -245.9012823 -245.9235459 -246.0242856 
CCSD -245.8852255 -245.9054539 -245.9996530 
CCSD(T) -245.9031079 -245.9248274 -246.0241251 
System: N(O)(O)(O) Entropy: 110.726000 Energy: 0.130291 
MP2/6-31+g(d,p)//MP2/6-31+g(d,p): -285.5232839 Enthalpy: 0.131235 Gibb's: 0.078626 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -284.7140317 -284.7358574 -284.7438825 -284.7461517 -284.7965357 -284.8035421 
MP2 -285.5172102 -285.5557107 -285.5982141 -285.6067378 -285.6687528 -285.7430208 
MP3 -285.5502625 -285.5840300 -285.6891714 
MP4SDTQ -285.5734050 -285.6124508 -285. 7257933 
CCSD -285.5605937 -285.5960590 -285.7021172 
CCSD(T) -285.5747918 -285.6123869 -285.7241937 
System: N(OO)(O) Entropy: 110.899000 Energy: 0.130245 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -285.5204219 Enthalpy: 0.131189 Gibb's: 0.078497 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -284. 7089437 -284.73.10889 -284. 7393293 -284.7413813 -284.7918506 -284.7988627 
MP2 -285.5139381 -285.5528100 -285.5955672 -285.6038813 -285.6660147 -285.7401532 
MP3 -285.5464910 -285.5806442 -285.6859406 
MP4SDTQ -285.5698536 -285.6093511 -285. 7228876 
CCSD -285.5567720 -285.5926368 -285.6988478 
CCSD(T) -285.5711991 -285.6092457 -285. 7212378 
System: N(O(OO)) Entropy: 111.923000 Energy: 0.129462 
MP2/6-31+g(d,p)//MP2/6-31+g(d,p): -285.5153129 Enthalpy: 0.130406 Gibb's: 0.077228 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d ,2p) 
HF -284.7006196 -284.7230551 -284.7315908 -284.7334438 -284.7839260 -284.7910431 
MP2 -285.5082413 -285.5476705 -285.5905717 -285.5986553 -285.6610344 -285.7347135 
MP3 -285.5402705 -285.5749923 -285.6804437 
MP4SDTQ -285.5639166 -285.6040826 -285. 7178236 
CCSD -285.5504696 -285.5869134 * -285.6932764 
CCSD(T) -285.5652248 -285.6039332 -285.7161149 
System: N(OOOr) Entropy: 98.750000 Energy: 0.130842 
MP2/6-31+g(d,p)//MP2/6-31+g(d,p): -285.5238761 Enthalpy: 0.131787 Gibb's: 0.084867 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -284. 7118498 -284. 7322153 -284.7403953 -284.7425689 -284. 7931559 -284.8002483 
MP2 -285.5187170 -285.5552622 -285.5984591 -285.6072967 -285.6687959 -285. 7 435090 
MP3 -285.5508137 -285.5829928 -285.6885850 
MP4SDTQ -285.5746652 -285.6119860 * -285.7258519 
CCSD -285.5612174 -285.5949880 -285. 7014993 
CCSD(T) -285.5759221 -285.6118586 -285. 7241760 
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System: N(A)(O)(O) Entropy: 114.319000 Energy: 0.143106 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -265.6875723 Enthalpy: 0.144050 Gibb's: 0.089734 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -264.8867438 -264.9044091 -264.9116520 -264.9140310 -264.9610270 -264.9687068 
MP2 -265.6768996 -265. 7084264 -265.7477191 -265.7568176 -265.8148090 -265.8858763 
MP3 -265.7164174 -265.7442710 -265.8432651 
MP4SDTQ -265.7400967 -265. 7719880 * * -265.8785240 
CCSD -265. 7265081 -265.7555356 -265.8552332 
CCSD(T) -265. 7 418370 -265.7726475 -265.8777162 
System: N(OA)(O) Entropy: 114.133000 Energy: 0.142926 
MP2/6-31+g(d,p)//MP2/6-31+g(d,p): -265.6845592 Enthalpy: 0.143870 Gibb's: 0.089642 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d ,2p) 
HF -264.8799791 -264.8982016 -264.9054734 -264.9077011 -264.9549055 -264.9624589 
MP2 -265.6729585 -265. 7052007 -265.7448092 -265.7537333 -265.8115999 -265.8826574 
MP3 -265. 7115775 -265.7400949 -265.8391234 
MP4SDTQ -265. 7356926 -265.7684082 -265.8750042 
CCSD -265.7216546 -265.7513929 -265.8511169 
CCSD(T) -265.7373171 -265.7689271 -265.8740467 
System: N(A)(OO) Entropy: 110.662000 Energy: 0.143036 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -265.6855118 Enthalpy: 0.143981 Gibb's: 0.091402 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -264.8822863 -264.9002529 -264.9077130 -264.9098478 -264.9569388 -264.9646395 
MP2 -265.6744762 -265.7063515 -265. 7 458960 -265.7547393 -265.8128915 -265.8838274 
MP3 -265.7134561 -265.7416676 -265.8408085 
MP4SDTQ -265. 7373719 -265. 7697019 -265.8764273 
CCSD -265.7234885 -265.7528943 -265.8527368 
CCSD(T) -265.7390701 -265. 7703118 -265.8755606 
System: N(OOAr) Entropy: 99.768000 Energy: 0.143194 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -265.686459 Enthalpy: 0.144138 Gibb's: 0.096735 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d ,2p) 
HF -264.8829816 -264.8992642 -264.9067031 -264.9090704 -264.9560212 -264.9639346 
MP2 -265.6771820 -265. 7067966 -265.7465505 -265. 7560023 -265.8135054 -265.8847798 
MP3 -265.7157639 -265.7420253 -265.8413132 
MP4SDTQ -265.7401324 -265. 7702812 -265.8771893 
CCSD -265.7259006 -265.7532248 -265.8532184 
CCSD(T) -265.7417490 -265. 7708629 -265.8762910 
System: N(O)(A)(A) Entropy: 119.067000 Energy: 0.156030 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -245.8512311 Enthalpy: 0.156974 Gibb's: 0.100401 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -245.0592176 -245.0727021 -245.0791689 -245.0816763 -245.1252911 -245.1335819 
MP2 -245.8359633 -245.8604491 -245.8966216 -245.9063203 -245.9601999 -246.0281016 
MP3 -245.8819968 -245.9038868 * -245.9967607 
MP4SDTQ -245.9061901 -245.9308561 * -246.0305983 
CCSD -245.8918576 -245.9143882 -246.0077517 
CCSD(T) -245.9082760 -245.9322377 -246.0305861 
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System: N(OA)(A) Entropy: 115.724000 Energy: 0.155832 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -245.8493873 Enthalpy: 0.156777 Gibb's: 0.101792 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -245.0533895 -245.0674348 -245.0739302 -245.0762499 -245.1200888 -245.1282948 
MP2 -245.8332158 -245.8584581 -245.8948787 -245.9043433 -245.9582230 -246.0260832 
MP3 -245.8783235 -245.9009033 -245.9938068 
MP4SDTQ -245.9029570 -245.9284993 -246.0283079 
CCSD -245.8881586 -245.9114370 -246.0048224 
CCSD(T) -245.9049359 -245.9297399 -246.0281425 
System: N(AOAr) Entropy: 101.090000 Energy: 0.155590 
MP2/6-31+g(d,p)//MP2/6-31+g(d,p): -245.8472344 Enthalpy: 0.156534 Gibb's: 0.108503 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -245.0532088 -245.0652076 -245.0718764 -245.07 44945 -245.1178185 -245.1265982 
MP2 -245.8341469 -245.8564327 -245.8929033 -245.9030578 -245.9563359 -246. 0244921 
MP3 -245.8793246 -245.8993149 -245.9923198 
MP4SDTQ -245.9042032 -245.9267439 -246.0267004 
CCSD -245.8892375 -245.9097341 -246.0032363 
ccsocn -245.9061756 -245.9280452 * -246.0265959 
System: N(A)(A)(A) Entropy: 113.121000 Energy: 0.169033 
MP2/6-31+g(d,p)//MP2/6-31+g(d,p): -226.0147904 Enthalpy: 0.169977 Gibb's: 0.116230 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d ,2p) 
HF -225.2318610 -225.2411716 -225.2468010 -225.2494419 -225.2897595 -225.2986040 
MP2 -225.9948161 -226.0123445 -226.0452547 -226.0555683 -226.1054711 -226.1701464 
MP3 -226.0474117 -226.0634270 -226.1501870 
MP4SDTQ -226.0721018 -226.0896268 -226.1825819 
CCSD -226.0570663 -226.0731758 -226.1602158 
CCSD(T) -226.0745315 -226.0917305 -226.1833669 
System: N(O)(O)(O)(O) Entropy: 136.798000 Energy: 0.156977 
MP2/6-31+g(d,p)//MP2/6-31+g(d,p): -361. 7788339 Enthalpy: 0.157921 Gibb's: 0.092924 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -360.7627215 -360. 7925366 -360.8026957 -360.8056453 -360.8688432 -360.8775852 
MP2 -361. 7702832 -361.8230712 -361.8774417 -361.8883071 -361.9655212 -362.0597921 
MP3 -361.8096289 -361.8558895 
MP4SDTQ -361.8384553 -361.8920067 
CCSD -361.8225394 -361.8711687 
CCSD(T) -361.8400835 -361.8916408 
System: N(O)(O)(OO) Entropy: 133.422000 Energy: 0.157044 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -361.77729 Enthalpy: 0.157989 Gibb's: 0.094596 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -360.7594782 -360.7894181 -360.7997653 -360.8024429 -360.8658671 -360.8744765 
MP2 -361. 7686688 -361.8213607 -361.8761354 -361.8867095 -361.9640549 -362.0582312 
MP3 -361.8075157 -361.8537487 
MP4SDTQ -361.8365420 -361.8900593 
CCSD -361.8203757 -361.8689725 
CCSD(T) -361.8381259 -361.8896707 
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System: N(OO)(OO) Entropy: 131.398000 Energy: 0.157007 
MP2/6-31 +g(d ,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -361.7752074 Enthalpy: 0.157951 Gibb's: 0.095519 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -360.7552122 -360. 7854064 -360.7959497 -360.7984083 -360.8619559 -360.8705202 
MP2 -361. 7662894 -361.8192152 -361.8742348 -361.8846027 -361.9620673 -362.0561110 
MP3 -361.8046089 -361.8511088 
MP4SDTQ -361.8338623 -361.8876910 
CCSD -361.8174142 -361.8662848 
CCSD(T) -361.8354005 -361.8872618 
System: N(OOOOr) Entropy: 119.179000 Energy: 0.157582 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -361.7775497 Enthalpy: 0.158526 Gibb's: 0.101900 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -360.7568149 -360.7849295 -360.7954420 -360.7980626 -360.8616171 -360.8703726 
MP2 -361. 7703332 -361.8207250 -361.8760795 -361.8870584 -361.9639387 -362. 0584829 
MP3 -361.8080824 -361.8524592 
MP4SDTQ -361.8379260 -361.8894350 
CCSD -361.8210126 -361.8676245 
CCSD(T) -361.8393490 -361.8889674 
System: N(OOOr)(O) Entropy: 123.154000 Energy: 0.157594 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -361.7810345 Enthalpy: 0.158538 Gibb's: 0.100024 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -360. 7625641 -360.7906752 -360.8009769 -360.8037837 -360.8673108 -360.8759966 
MP2 -361.7738312 -361 .8241083 -361.8792785 -361.8904058 -361.9671677 -362.0618262 
MP3 -361.8121857 -361.8563707 
MP4SDTQ -361.8417204 -361.8929789 
CCSD -361.8251560 -361.8715787 
CCSD(T) -361.8432095 -361.8925636 
System: N(O)(O)(O)(A) Entropy: 135.907000 Energy: 0.169906 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -341. 9422568 Enthalpy: 0.170850 Gibb's: 0.106276 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -340.9348347 -340.9605740 -340. 9699552 -340.9730341 -341. 0328622 -341.0422335 
MP2 -341 . 9288765 -341.97 48220 -342.0260331 -342.0374966 -342.1106448 -342.2017201 
MP3 -341.9747671 -342.0152445 
MP4SDTQ -342.0040858 -342.0506078 
CCSD -341.9874516 -342.0297681 
CCSD(T) -342.0060688 -342.0509750 
System: N(O)(O)(OA) Entropy: 134.408000 Energy: 0.169902 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -341.9409721 Enthalpy: 0.170846 Gibb's: 0.106985 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -340.9304647 -340.9565165 -340.9659346 -340.9687819 -341. 02894 70 -341 . 0380824 
MP2 -341.9271326 -341 . 9732540 -342.0249245 -342.0361020 -342.1092071 -342.2003103 
MP3 -341.9721492 -342.0128124 
MP4SDTQ -342.0018677 -342.0486632 
CCSD -341.9848135 -342.0273461 
CCSD(T) -342.0037394 -342.0489149 
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System: N(O)(A)(OO) Entropy: 133.304000 Energy: 0.169955 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -341.9412532 Enthalpy: 0.170899 Gibb's: 0.107562 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -340.9320382 -340.9578719 -340.9674262 -340.9702260 -341.0302862 -341.0395408 
MP2 -341.9278775 -341.9736868 -342.0252656 -342.0364216 -342.1097596 -342.2007 411 
MP3 -341. 9732399 -342.0136443 
MP4SDTQ -342.0027721 -342.0492253 
CCSD -341.9858680 -342.0281134 
CCSD(T) -342.0047102 -342.0495624 
System: N(O)(O)(A)(A) Entropy: 140.918000 Energy: 0.182861 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -322. 1050989 Enthalpy: 0.183805 Gibb's: 0.116850 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -321.1067420 -321.1283793 -321.1369368 -321.1401529 -321.1966403 -321.2065991 
MP2 -322.0869764 -322.1260009 -322.1740441 -322.1861292 -322.2551810 -322.3430924 
MP3 -322.1394501 -322.1740845 
MP4SDTQ -322. 1692492 -322.2086507 
CCSD -322.1519231 -322.1878532 
CCSD(T) -322.1715819 -322.2097533 
System: N(OO)(A)(A) Entropy: 134.435000 Energy: 0.182926 
MP2/6-31+g(d,p)//MP2/6-31+g(d,p): -322.1046637 Enthalpy: 0.183871 Gibb's: 0.119996 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -321.1044246 -321.1261034 -321.1348492 -321.1377759 -321.1945055 -321.2043504 
MP2 -322.0865826 -322.1254324 -322.1738210 -322.1855765 -322.2548914 -322.3426814 
MP3 -322.1385029 -322.1730233 
MP4SDTQ -322.1685278 -322.2078381 
CCSD -322.1509149 -322.1867398 
CCSD(T) -322.1708139 -322.2089020 
System: N(O)(O)(AA) Entropy: 139.213000 Energy: 0.182188 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -322.0959033 Enthalpy: 0.183132 Gibb's: 0.116988 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -321.0963772 -321.1181738 -321.1268479 -321.1299088 -321.1864939 -321.1964375 
MP2 -322.0781088 -322.1170731 -322.1654075 -322.1773603 -322.2463419 -322.3342858 
MP3 -322. 1302279 -322.1648037 
MP4SDTQ -322.1601988 -322.1995038 
CCSD -322.1426712 -322. 1785346 
CCSD(T) -322.1625032 -322.2005833 
System: N(OAOAr) Entropy: 121.364000 Energy: 0.182491 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -322.0996934 Enthalpy: 0.183436 Gibb's: 0.125772 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -321.0957922 -321.1159839 -321.1248421 -321.1279535 -321.1844995 -321.1947069 
MP2 -322.0835063 -322.1202306 -322.1690465 -322.1813800 -322.2498155 -322.3379268 
MP3 -322. 1340884 -322.1667732 * 
MP4SDTQ -322.1650795 -322.2024155 
CCSD -322.1465797 -322.1804586 
CCSD(T) -322.1671568 -322.2032930 
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System: N(AO(O)Ar) Entropy: 117.240000 Energy: 0.182412 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -322.0992662 Enthalpy: 0.183357 Gibb's: 0.127652 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -321.0961032 -321.1152280 -321.1242257 -321.1272776 -321.1835651 -321.1940934 
MP2 -322.0843094 -322.1198809 -322.1685482 -322.1810050 -322.2495155 -322.3376382 
MP3 -322.1350501 -322.1667813 
MP4SDTQ -322.1660946 -322.2023030 
CCSD -322.1475652 -322.1803771 
CCSD(T) -322.1682177 -322.2032606 
System: N(O(A)AOr) Entropy: 121.302000 Energy: 0.182719 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -322.1015902 Enthalpy: 0.183663 Gibb's: 0.126029 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -321.0953165 -321.1158089 -321.1247033 -321.1276193 -321. 1844603 -321.1943873 
MP2 -322.0842914 -322.1215873 -322.1707102 -322.1827135 -322.2512338 -322.3393652 
MP3 -322.1342575 -322.1675089 
MP4SDTQ -322.1655558 -322.2035724 
CCSD -322.1468159 -322.1812799 
CCSD(T) -322.1675448 -322.2043570 
System: N(O)(A)(A)(A) Entropy: 137.880000 Energy: 0.195831 
MP2/6-31+g(d,p)//MP2/6-31+g(d,p): -302.267154 Enthalpy: 0.196775 Gibb's: 0.131264 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -301.2780331 -301.2955865 -301.3033074 -301.3066523 -301.3598373 -301.3703249 
MP2 -302.2441729 -302.2763513 -302.3212207 -302.3338986 -302.3989532 -302.4836218 
MP3 -302.3032717 -302.3321385 
MP4SDTQ -302.3335333 -302.3659003 
CCSD -302.3155482 -302.3451652 
CCSD(T) -302.3362133 -302.3677354 
System: N[O(A)(A)](A) Entropy: 136.926000 Energy: 0.195352 
MP2/6-31+g(d,p)//MP2/6-31+g(d,p): -302.26297 Enthalpy: 0.196296 Gibb's: 0.131238 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -301.2670294 -301.2854126 -301.2933974 -301.2963132 -301.3498654 -301.3601825 
MP2 -302.2387882 -302.2718988 -302.3174790 -302.3296098 -302.3946043 -302.4791915 
MP3 -302.2963368 -302.3260981 
MP4SDTQ -302.3273490 -302.3608534 
CCSD -302.3085063 -302.3390978 
CCSD(T) -302.3298523 -302.3624873 
System: N(A)(A)(A)(A) Entropy: 137.453000 Energy: 0.208874 
MP2/6-31 +g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -282.4301233 Enthalpy: 0.209818 Gibb's: 0.144510 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -281.4503555 -281.4637915 -281.4706298 -281.4741637 -281.5240685 -281.5350556 
MP2 -282.4024050 -282.4276299 -282.4692562 -282.4826538 -282.5436084 -282.6250725 
MP3 -282.4681165 -282.4911203 
MP4SDTQ -282.4988463 -282.5240518 
CCSD -282.4801866 -282.5033845 
CCSD(T) -282.5018639 -282.5266144 
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System: N(AAAAr) Entropy: 125.823000 Energy: 0.207625 
MP2/6-31+g(d,p)//MP2/6-31 +g(d,p): -282.412786 Enthalpy: 0.208570 Gibb's: 0.148787 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d ,2p) 
HF -281.4289317 -281.4419158 -281.4490489 -281.4527756 -281.5023320 -281.5135761 
MP2 -282.3862730 -282.4106262 -282.4529297 -282.4671193 
MP3 -282.4510310 -282.4732486 
MP4SDTQ -282.4823021 -282.5066999 
CCSD -282.4629441 -282.4853404 
CCSD(T) -282.4852421 -282.5091833 
All energies are in atomic units (Hartree/particle) 
Correction terms Energy, Enthalpy and Gibb's Free Energy are in atomic units 




Appendix B. Single-Point Energies with HF/6-31G(d) Geometries and Thermal Corrections 
System: 0 Entropy: 44.992 Energy: 0.023347 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -76.0107464 Enthalpy: 0.024292 Gibb's: 0.002914 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -76.0270305 -76.0380009 -76.0413415 -76.0418085 -76.0533314 -76.0566981 
MP2 -76.2278739 -76.2453836 -76.2583630 -76.2602363 -76.2745810 -76.2960616 
MP3 -76.2349706 -76.2503278 -76.2774221 
MP4SDTQ -76.2400673 -76.2574867 -76.2868490 
CCSD -76.2374441 -76.2535892 -76.2809918 
CCSD(T) -76.2404241 -76.2572897 -76.2862365 
System: w Entropy: 46.139 Energy: 0.035715 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -76.2893381 Enthalpy: 0.036659 Gibb's: 0.014737 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -76.3119579 -76.3147170 -76.3180557 -76.3184550 -76.3323600 -76.3350907 
MP2 -76.5140841 -76.5177430 -76.5280808 -76.5294537 -76.5498799 -76.5678467 
MP3 -76.5228052 -76.5261170 -76.5562338 
MP4SDTQ -76.5279990 -76.5317352 -76.5637750 
CCSD -76.5253144 -76.5287503 -76.5590689 
CCSD(T) -76.5284345 -76.5320565 -76.5637735 
System: A Entropy: 45.892 Energy: 0.035907 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -56.1843563 Enthalpy: 0.036851 Gibb's: 0.015046 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -56.1955949 -56.2029672 -56.2051388 -56.2055736 -56.2146717 -56.2181258 
MP2 -56.3811994 -56.3922873 -56.4020682 -56.4041605 -56.4152110 -56.4334151 
MP3 -56.3948725 -56.4048664 -56.4261801 
MP4SDTQ -56.4004241 -56.4112239 -56.4341211 
CCSD -56.3973385 -56.4075504 -56.4289495 
CCSD(T) -56.4016000 -56.4117054 -56.4342628 
System: N Entropy: 44.35 Energy: 0.050428 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -56.5307714 Enthalpy: 0.051372 Gibb's: 0.030300 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -56.5452140 -56.5460043 -56.5473953 -56.5479836 -56.5591774 -56.5623873 
MP2 -56.7298250 -56.7311676 -56.7372305 -56.7391580 -56. 7552910 -56.7704785 
MP3 -56.7453174 -56. 7 465965 -56.7691977 
MP4SDTQ -56.7507865 -56.7520877 -56.7759459 
CCSD -56.7479914 -56.7492315 -56. 7718663 
CCSD(T) -56. 7213000 -56.7225868 -56.7461949 
System: W(O) Entropy: 68.318 Energy: 0.060726 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -152.3524873 Enthalpy: 0.061670 Gibb's: 0.029210 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -152.3920606 -152.4000280 -152.4067050 -152.4074866 -152.4350909 -152 .4389460 
MP2 -152.8029450 -152.8168424 -152.8394916 -152. 8429078 -152.8796549 -152.9167707 
MP3 -152.8167013 -152.8290601 -152.8878210 
MP4SDTQ -152.8279801 -152.8422154 -152.9051739 
CCSD -152.8215156 -152.8344652 -152.8936890 
CCSD(T) -152.8284918 -152.8422412 -152.9044647 
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System: N(O) Entropy: 75.787 Energy: -56.776495 
HF/6-31g(d)//HF/6-31g(d)= -56.7516 Enthalpy: 0.076889 Gibb's: 0.077833 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -132.6067999 -132.6141450 -132.6181224 -132.6192532 -132.6437004 -132.6481839 
MP2 -132.9968260 -133.0095700 -133.0280470 -133.0321559 -133.0640261 -133.0990276 
MP3 -133.0181630 -133.0294653 -133.0803252 
MP4SDTQ -133.0293583 -133.0422463 -133.0966182 
CCSD -133.0232141 -133.0349871 -133.0861567 
CCSD(T) -133.0303214 -133.0427684 -133.0964855 
System: N(A) Entropy: 67.862 Energy: 0.089475 
HF/6-31g(d)//HF/6-31g(d)= -112.7570053 Enthalpy: 0.090419 Gibb's: 0.058176 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -112.7818570 -112.7849188 -112.7881154 -112.7893522 -112.8104179 -112.8156510 
MP2 -113.1598339 -113.1654557 -113.1807879 -113.1854417 -113.2132506 -113.2451930 
MP3 -113.1873769 -113.1925783 -113.2372798 
MP4SDTQ -113.1992125 -113.2048124 -113.2523956 
CCSD -113.1922129 -113.1973869 -113.2421896 
CCSD(T) -113.2005222 -113.2060193 -113.2530069 
System: W(O)(O) Entropy: 87.703 Energy: 0.088403 
HF /6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -228.403875 Enthalpy: 0.089347 Gibb's: 0.047676 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -228.4595013 -228.4 7 44159 -228.4834317 -228.4846239 -228.5255583 -228.5308890 
MP2 -229.0749852 -229.1009956 -229.1357 435 -229.1411927 -229.1938392 -229.2509310 
MP3 -229.0947449 -229.1177923 -229.2045020 
MP4SDTQ -229.1116853 -229.1382835 -229.2314353 
CCSD -229.1019708 -229.1261622 -229.2136109 
CCSD(T) -229.1123827 -229.1380699 -229.2300819 
System: W(A)(A) Entropy: 91.769 Energy: 0.112655 
HF/6-31g(d)//HF/6-31g(d)= -188.7741014 Enthalpy: 0.113600 Gibb's: 0.069997 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -188.8167479 -188.8246196 -188.8312158 -188.8326880 -188.8671667 -188.8742544 
MP2 -189.4091405 -189.4236890 -189.4514273 -189.4579110 -189.5024883 -189.5536099 
MP3 -189.4408891 -189.4540861 * -189.5277703 
MP4SDTQ -189.4593484 -189.4741911 -189.5531009 
CCSD -189.4477749 -189.4612915 -189.5353142 
CCSD(T) -189.4606662 -189.4751428 -189.5530101 
System: N(O)(O) Entropy: 95.142 Energy: 0.103572 
HF/6-31g(d)//HF/6-31g(d)= -208.6157109 Enthalpy: 0.104516 Gibb's: 0.059311 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -208.6634335 -208.6779496 -208.6843226 -208.6860342 -208. 7236925 -208.7296271 
MP2 -209.2577159 -209.2829479 -209.3136587 -209.3199780 -209.3675175 -209.4224782 
MP3 -209.2851848 -209.3074634 -209.3863544 
MP4SDTQ -209.3019794 -209.3275404 -209.4121884 
CCSD -209.2926450 -209.3159576 -209.3954372 
CCSD(T) -209.3031288 -209.3277940 -209.4113832 
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System: N(OO) Entropy: 91.983 Energy: 0.103570 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -208.6091828 Enthalpy: 0.104514 Gibb's: 0.060810 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -208.6566750 -208.6718764 -208.6784306 -208.6799549 -208. 7175865 -208. 7237005 
MP2 -209.2518481 -209.2781803 -209.3090186 -209.3151462 -209.3627789 -209.4176756 
MP3 -209.2790754 -209.3023791 -209.3812839 
MP4SDTQ -209.2959817 -209.3227294 -209.4074217 
CCSD -209.2865264 -209.3109117 -209.3904040 
CCSD(T) -209.2971278 -209.3229564 -209.4065813 
System: N(A)(O) Entropy: 95.064 Energy: 0.116325 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -188.7954108 Enthalpy: 0.117269 Gibb's: 0.072101 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -188.8369610 -188.8472566 -188.8528412 -188.8547085 -188.8889691 -188.8956266 
MP2 -189.4184807 -189.4367335 -189.4643236 -189.4712529 -189.5146900 -189. 5666020 
MP3 -189.4522757 -189.4685912 -189.5413744 
MP4SDTQ -189.4696539 -189.4880696 -189.5659685 
CCSD -189.4595448 -189.4763938 -189.5495542 
CCSD(T) -189.4711512 -189.4890150 -189.5659175 
System: N(OA) Entropy: 97.643 Energy: 0.116322 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -188.786964 Enthalpy: 0.117266 Gibb's: 0.070873 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -188.8284719 -188.8396514 -188.8452668 -188.8470086 -188.8813618 -188.8880176 
MP2 -189.4108220 -189 .4304341 -189.4582126 -189.4650050 -189.5083078 -189.5602856 
MP3 -189.4442423 -189.4618145 -189.5345183 
MP4SDTQ -189.4618077 -189.4816710 -189.5594933 
CCSD -189.4515558 -189.4697189 -189.5427937 
CCSD(T) -189.4632587 -189.4825517 -189.5593730 
System: N(A)(A) Entropy: 94.925 Energy: 0.128207 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -168.9600021 Enthalpy: 0.129151 Gibb's: 0.084049 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -169.0101002 -169.0161857 -169.0209520 -169.0229721 -169. 0538938 -169.0612119 
MP2 -169.5785633 -169.5898418 -169.6142993 -169.6218487 -169.6611809 -169.7100712 
MP3 -169.6187202 -169.6290858 -169.6957533 
MP4SDTQ -169.6366668 -169.6479337 -169.7190689 
CCSD -169.6258085 -169.6361975 -169.7030341 
CCSD(T) -169.6385051 -169.6495683 -169.7197721 
System: N(AA) Entropy: 94.932 Energy: 0.128207 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -168.9600021 Enthalpy: 0.129151 Gibb's: 0.084046 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -168.9960637 -169.0029378 -169.0076877 -169.0096551 -169.0453420 -169.0480163 
MP2 -169.5653823 -169.5777879 -169.6022323 -169.6097787 -169.6489588 -169.6978483 
MP3 -169.6054047 -169.6167797 -169.6832666 
MP4SDTQ -169.6234378 -169.6358003 -169.7067812 
CCSD -169.6124896 -169.6239137 -169.6905739 
CCSD(T) -169.6252799 -169.6374186 -169.7074622 
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System: W(O)(O)(O) Entropy: 106.981 Energy: 0.115836 
HF/6-31g(d)//HF/6-31g(d)= -304.4488482 Enthalpy: 0.116780 Gibb's: 0.065950 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -304.5204565 -304.5426031 -304.5539934 -304.5555429 -304.6096380 -304.6167240 
MP2 -305.3402132 -305.3789363 -305.4257661 -305.4331534 -305.5016256 -305.5788158 
MP3 -305.3661428 -305.4004211 -305.5148827 
MP4SDTQ -305.3887236 -305.4282949 -305.5514386 
CCSD -305.3758038 -305.4117994 -305.5272800 
CCSD(T) -305.3896295 -305.4278507 -305.5494455 
System: W(OO)(O) Entropy: 106.041 Energy: 0.114804 
HF/6-31g(d)//HF/6-31g(d)= -304.4391321 Enthalpy: 0.115748 Gibb's: 0.065365 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -304.5114310 -304.5334674 -304.5450562 -304.5465714 -304.6006518 -304.6079238 
MP2 -305.3329413 -305.3720372 -305.4190833 -305.4264951 -305.4949390 -305.5719702 
MP3 -305.3583670 -305.3929736 -305.5076509 
MP4SDTQ -305.3812293 -305.4211924 -305.5446010 
CCSD -305.3680285 -305.4043670 -305.5205690 
CCSD(T) -305.3820923 -305.4206805 -305.5425269 
System: W(A)(A)(A) Entropy: 110.243 Energy: 0.154367 
HF/6-31g(d)//HF/6-31g(d)= -244.9948781 Enthalpy: 0.155311 Gibb's: 0.102931 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -245.0470087 -245.0583622 -245.0665989 -245.0687021 -245.1130183 -245.1224230 
MP2 -245.8279419 -245.8489605 -245.8857268 -245.8949486 -245.9511869 -246.0196028 
MP3 -245.8727685 -245.8919313 -245.9874747 
MP4SDTQ -245.8971220 -245.9184773 -246.0207833 
CCSD -245.8819021 -245.9014560 -245.9973989 
CCSD(T) -245.8990051 -245.9199460 -246.0208841 
System: N(O)(Q)(O) Entropy: 113.675 Energy: 0.130297 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -284.6516313 Enthalpy: 0.131242 Gibb's: 0.077231 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d ,2p) 
HF -284.7161761 -284.7383345 -284.7470693 -284.7494035 -284.8001328 -284.8077133 
MP2 -285.5140228 -285.5526682 -285.5954929 -285.6040651 -285.6672064 -285.7421604 
MP3 -285.5478189 -285.5818893 -285.6886646 
MP4SDTQ -285.5701318 -285.6093103 -285. 7240814 
CCSD -285.5577079 -285.5934190 -285. 7010611 
CCSD(T) -285.5714938 -285.6092920 -285. 7225995 
System: N(OO)(O) Entropy: 114.515 Energy: 0.130369 
HF/6-31g(d)//HF/6-31g(d)= -284.6472654 Enthalpy: 0.131313 Gibb's: 0.076903 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -284.7114166 -284.7340129 -284.7428948 -284.7450052 -284.7958413 -284.8034627 
MP2 -285.5102220 -285.5494281 -285.5924402 -285.6007777 -285.6640598 -285.7389980 
MP3 -285.5437262 -285.5783429 -285.6851961 
MP4SDTQ -285.5661577 -285.6059583 -285.7208396 
CCSD -285.5535981 -285.5898791 -285.6976016 
CCSD(T) -285.5675068 -285.6059254 * -285. 7193364 
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System: N[O(OO)] Entropy: 119.055 Energy: 0.130078 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -284.6392943 Enthalpy: 0.131022 Gibb's: 0.074455 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -284.7035044 -284.7268585 -284.7360139 -284.7379020 -284.7886295 -284.7965454 
MP2 -285.5033830 -285. 5438569 -285.5870393 -285.5951229 -285.6584855 -285.7333091 
MP3 -285.5366954 -285.5724914 -285.6793195 
MP4SDTQ -285.5592510 -285.6004031 -285.7153016 
CCSD -285.5465525 -285.5840596 -285.6917607 
CCSD(T) -285.5606058 -285.6003467 -285. 7137620 
System: N(OOOr) Entropy: 102.048 Energy: 0.130860 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -284.6501398 Enthalpy: 0.131804 Gibb's: 0.083318 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -284.7143518 -284.7352385 -284.7441373 -284.7463862 -284. 7972930 -284.8050598 
MP2 -285.5150021 -285.5519801 -285.5954117 -285.6042968 -285.6670021 -285. 7 424144 
MP3 -285.5480684 -285.5807876 -285.6880072 
MP4SDTQ -285.5709441 -285.6086587 -285.7239385 
CCSD -285.5580353 -285.5923085 -285.7003984 
CCSD(T) -285.5722075 -285.6086024 -285.7224085 
System: N(A)(O)(O) Entropy: 117.133 Energy: 0.143106 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -264.8302046 Enthalpy: 0.144050 Gibb's: 0.088396 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -264. 8886413 -264.9066542 -264.9145545 -264.9170757 -264.9644365 -264.9726971 
MP2 -265.6732550 -265.7050094 -265.7447058 -265.7539343 -265.8129267 -265.8848870 
MP3 -265.7134558 -265. 7 416505 -265.8423088 
MP4SDTQ -265. 7363125 -265. 7684158 -265.8764208 
CCSD -265. 7231687 -265.7524976 -265.8538123 
CCSD(T) -265.7380225 -265.7690989 -265.8757045 
System: N(OA)(O) Entropy: 118.414 Energy: 0.143199 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -264.8247094 Enthalpy: 0.144143 Gibb's: 0.087881 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -264.8828713 -264.9014810 -264.9094235 -264.9117462 -264.9593245 -264.9674767 
MP2 -265.6685856 -265. 7011188 -265. 7 410772 -265.7500691 -265.8090511 -265.8810816 
MP3 -265.7083344 -265. 7372706 -265.8379444 
MP4SDTQ -265. 7313978 -265.7643602 -265.8723902 
CCSD -265.7180756 -265.7481828 -265.8495092 
CCSD(T) -265.7330531 -265.7649871 -265.8716142 
System: N(OO)(A) Entropy: 115.539 Energy: 0.143175 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -264.8265445 Enthalpy: 0.144119 Gibb's: 0.089223 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -264.8845235 -264.9029402 -264.9110083 -264.9132740 -264.9607547 -264.9690661 
MP2 -265.6702945 -265. 70257 41 -265. 7 424654 -265.7514144 -265.8105928 -265.8825137 
MP3 -265.7101681 -265. 7388714 -265.8396151 
MP4SDTQ -265.7331579 -265.7658591 -265.8739839 
CCSD -265.7198558 -265. 7 497222 -265.8511243 
CCSD(T) -265.7348548 -265. 7665209 -265.8732392 
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System: N(OOAr) Entropy: 103.783 Energy: 0.143357 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -264.8270358 Enthalpy: 0.144301 Gibb's: 0.094991 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -264.8853351 -264.9023229 -264.9104903 -264.9129420 -264.9602308 -264.9688018 
MP2 -265.6726360 -265.7030100 -265.7431502 -265.7525767 -265.8112212 -265.8834049 
MP3 -265.7121870 -265.7392426 -265.8401627 
MP4SDTQ -265.7355336 -265.7664065 -265.8747364 
CCSD -265.7219672 -265.7500822 -265.8516627 
CCSD(T) -265.7371618 -265.7670435 -265.8739649 
System: N(OAOr) Entropy: 110.107 Energy: 0.143407 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -264.8205113 Enthalpy: 0.144351 Gibb's: 0.092036 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -264.8785883 -264.8966970 -264.9045757 -264.9071990 -264.9545599 -264.9629456 
MP2 -265.6640366 -265.6961707 -265.7363709 -265.7461528 -265.8041930 -265.8768781 
MP3 -265.7040467 -265. 7326559 -265.8334040 
MP4SDTQ -265.7270532 -265.7596947 -265.8678084 
CCSD -265. 7137693 -265.7435471 -265.8449485 
CCSD(T) -265. 7287 429 -265. 7603731 -265.8670928 
System: N(O)(A)(A) Entropy: 118.501 Energy: 0.155927 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -245.0084847 Enthalpy: 0.156871 Gibb's: 0.100568 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -245.0608718 -245.0747174 -245.0817836 -245.0844892 -245.1285062 -245.137 4048 
MP2 -245.8320944 -245.8569623 -245.8935250 -245.9034183 -245.9582835 -246.0271995 
MP3 -245.8787181 -245.9010506 -245.9956154 
MP4SDTQ -245.9021143 -245.9271547 -246.0284119 
CCSD -245.8882618 -245.9112149 -246.0062255 
CCSD(T) -245.9041657 -245.9285345 -246.0284584 
System: N(OA)(A) Entropy: 117.597 Energy: 0.156024 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -245.0039054 Enthalpy: 0.156968 Gibb's: 0.101094 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -245.0558945 -245.0703330 -245.0774579 -245.0799400 -245.1241697 -245.1329993 
MP2 -245.8284908 -245.8541088 -245.8909514 -245.9005579 -245.9554436 -246.0244439 
MP3 -245.8746227 -245.8976581 -245.9922378 
MP4SDTQ -245.8982368 -245.9241096 -246.0253981 
CCSD -245.8841807 -245.9078835 -246.0029051 
CCSD(T) -245.9002385 -245.9254307 -246.0253807 
System: N(AA)(O) Entropy: 118.655 Energy: 0.155445 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -244.9964259 Enthalpy: 0.156389 Gibb's: 0.100012 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d ,2p) 
HF -245.0491237 -245.0635905 -245.0707212 -245.0733197 -245.1173485 -245.1263501 
MP2 -245.8208988 -245.8464931 -245.8832161 -245.8930344 -245.9477544 -246.0167915 
MP3 -245.8673900 -245.8903757 -245.9848748 
MP4SDTQ -245.8908607 -245.9165826 -246.0177981 
CCSD -245.8769464 -245.9005627 -245.9955125 
CCSD(T) -245.8929105 -245.9179521 -246.0178324 
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System: N[O(AA}] Entropy: 121.434 Energy: 0.155425 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -244.9930674 Enthalpy: 0.156370 Gibb's: 0.098673 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p} 6-311++G(2d,2p} 
HF -245.0454881 -245.0609155 -245.0681391 -245.0704952 ·245.1147594 -245.1236418 
MP2 -245.8189880 -245.8462239 -245.8831934 -245.8926252 ·245.9474499 -246.0163362 
MP3 -245.8648834 -245.8894341 -245.9839049 
MP4SDTQ -245.8886467 -245.9162143 -246.0174006 
CCSD -245.8744461 -245.8997059 -245.9946149 
CCSD(T) -245.8906206 -245.917 4956 -246.0173391 
System: N(AOAr) Entropy: 104.047 Energy: 0.155839 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -245.0025019 Enthalpy: 0.156783 Gibb's: 0.107347 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -245.0550804 -245.0678626 -245.0752286 -245.0780193 -245.1216422 -245.1311307 
MP2 -245.8291429 -245.8523856 -245.8893287 -245.8995822 -245.9537942 -246.0230685 
MP3 -245.8751831 -245.8961101 -245.9907424 
MP4SDTQ -245.89907 41 -245.9225429 -246.0239291 
CCSD -245.8847978 -245.9062499 -246.0013364 
CCSD(T) -245.9010511 -245.9238706 -246.0239168 
System: N(A)(A)(A) Entropy: 117.394 Energy: 0.168770 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -225.1865282 Enthalpy: 0.169714 Gibb's: 0.113936 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -225.2328837 -225.2425904 -225.2487786 -225.2516750 -225.2923919 -225. 3018870 
MP2 -225.9905415 -226.0085453 -226.0419439 -226.0525130 -226.1032624 -226.1691464 
MP3 -226.0436105 -226.0601060 -226.1485678 
MP4SDTQ -226.0675363 -226.0855257 -226.1800242 
CCSD -226.0529903 -226.0695853 -226.1582864 
CCSD(T) -226.0699244 -226.0875991 -226.1808331 
System: N(AAAr) Entropy: 111.996 Energy: 0.168493 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -225.1739341 Enthalpy: 0.169437 Gibb's: 0.116224 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -225.2205000 -225.2302305 -225.2365974 -225.2397372 -225.2800080 -225.2899458 
MP2 -225.9793247 -225.9970272 -226.0309498 -226.0420473 -226.0918349 -226.1582534 
MP3 -226.0322490 -226.0484542 -226.1370032 
MP4SDTQ -226.0562971 -226.0739732 -226.1686101 
CCSD -226.0416428 -226.0579520 -226.1467343 
CCSD(T) -226.0586837 -226.0760472 -226.1694211 
System: N(0)(0)(0)(0) Entropy: 140.376 Energy: 0.156992 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -360.6839794 Enthalpy: 0.157936 Gibb's: 0.091238 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -360.7655317 -360.7957624 -360.8068399 -360.8098544 -360.8734763 -360.8829244 
MP2 -361.7664423 -361.8193359 -361.8741029 -361.8850003 -361.9636698 -362.0587097 
MP3 -361.8067180 -361.8533165 -361.9878018 
MP4SDTQ -361.8344901 -361.8881275 -362.0328432 
CCSD -361.8190519 -361.8679343 -362.0035620 
CCSD(T) -361.8360855 -361.8878314 -362.0306770 
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System: N(O)(O)(OO) Entropy: 138.035 Energy: 0.157128 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -360.6815289 Enthalpy: 0.158072 Gibb's: 0.092488 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -360.7625552 -360.7929388 -360.8041426 -360.8068854 -360.8707692 -360.8800874 
MP2 -361.7644886 -361.8173454 -361.8724437 -361.8830398 -361.9618911 -362. 0568920 
MP3 -361.8044271 -361.8510402 -361.9857186 
MP4SDTQ -361.8323244 -361.8859703 -362.0309143 
CCSD -361.8167366 -361.8656337 -362.0014614 
CCSD(T) -361.8338982 -361.8856737 -362.0287428 
System: N(OO)(OO) Entropy: 136.228 Energy: 0.157199 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -360.6779799 Enthalpy: 0.158144 Gibb's: 0.093417 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -360.7585855 -360.7893342 -360.8006826 -360.8031979 -360.8672310 -360.8765338 
MP2 -361.7616073 -361.8148937 -361.8701817 -361.8805466 -361.9594953 -362.0545049 
MP3 -361.8012173 -361.8482632 -361.9829953 
MP4SDTQ -361.8292480 -361.8833862 -362.0284001 
CCSD -361.8135059 -361.8628528 -361.9987305 
CCSD(T) -361.8308041 -361.8830739 -362.0262082 
System: N(O)(O(OO)) Entropy: 136.824 Energy: 0.157073 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -360.6754178 Enthalpy: 0.158017 Gibb's: 0.093007 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -360.7562194 -360.7872794 -360.7987772 -360.8012301 -360.8650708 -360.8746587 
MP2 -361.7591490 -361.8129970 -361.8683759 -361.8786393 -361.9575539 -362. 0525973 
MP3 -361. 7988770 -361.8464274 -361.9810934 
MP4SDTQ -361.8269000 -361.8815962 -362.0265709 
CCSD -361.8111767 -361.8610416 -361.9968657 
CCSD(T) -361.8284744 -361.8812841 -362.0243720 
System: N(OOOOr) Entropy: 124.715 Energy: 0.157645 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -360.6795783 Enthalpy: 0.158589 Gibb's: 0.099333 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -360.7604066 -360. 7891585 -360.8004961 -360.8031630 -360.8672408 -360.8767555 
MP2 -361.7656421 -361.8162338 -361.8718605 -361.8827881 -361.9612018 -362.0567154 
MP3 -361.8047374 -361.8495018 
MP4SDTQ -361.8332806 -361.8848836 
CCSD -361.8171133 -361.8640376 
CCSD(T) -361.8347315 -361.8845537 
System: N(O)(O)(O)(A) Entropy: 139.536 Energy: 0.169818 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -340.8618177 Enthalpy: 0.170762 Gibb's: 0.104464 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -340.9373234 -340.9634842 -340.9737216 -340.9769345 -341.0372127 -341. 04 72993 
MP2 -341. 9246856 -341.9708154 -342.0224761 -342.0340467 -342.1085582 -342.2005726 
MP3 -341.9714178 -342.0122650 -342.1406612 
MP4SDTQ -341.9997056 -342.0463913 -342.1843640 
CCSD -341.8358590 -342.0262060 -342.1555341 
CCSD(T) -342.0016486 -342.0468028 -342.1829699 
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System: N(OA)(O)(O) Entropy: 139.507 Energy: 0.170000 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -340.8587385 Enthalpy: 0.170944 Gibb's: 0.104660 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -340.9337847 -340.9602154 -340.9704893 -340.9734414 -341.0340819 -341.0439252 
MP2 -341.9224495 -341.9686913 -342.0207428 -342.0319882 -342.1065783 -342.1986575 
MP3 -341. 9686660 -342.0096568 -342.1381935 
MP4SDTQ -341.9971761 -342.0440430 -342.1821721 
CCSD -341.9808481 -342.0236281 -342.1530968 
CCSD(T) -341.9990567 -342.0444092 -342.1807313 
System: N(OO)(O)(A) Entropy: 137.851 Energy: 0.169960 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -340.8598786 Enthalpy: 0.170904 Gibb's: 0.105406 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -340. 9348077 -340.9610771 -340.9714396 -340.9743760 -341.0349223 -341.0448855 
MP2 -341. 9233548 -341.9693851 -342.0213555 -342.0326107 -342.1073075 -342.1993221 
MP3 -341.9697210 -342.0105190 
MP4SDTQ -341.9981469 -342.0447843 
CCSD -341.9818574 -342.0244336 
CCSD(T) -342.0000674 -342.0451889 
System: N(O)(O)(A)(A) Entropy: 142.818 Energy: 0.182636 
HF/6-31g(d)//HF/6-31g(d)= -321.0392825 Enthalpy: 0.183580 Gibb's: 0.115723 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d ,2p) 
HF -321.1088114 -321.1308813 -321.1402379 -321.1436516 -321.2006078 -321.2113039 
MP2 -322.0825043 -322.1217960 -322.1703429 -322.1826086 -322.2529264 -322.3419432 
MP3 -322.1357085 -322.1707450 -322.2930322 
MP4SDTQ -322.1645106 -322.2041583 -322.3353669 
CCSD -322.1477173 -322.1840043 -322.3070149 
CCSD(T) -322.1667956 -322.2052773 -322.3347470 
System: N(OO)(A)(A) Entropy: 140.053 Energy: 0.182794 
HF/6-31g(d)//HF/6-31g(d)= -321.0378653 Enthalpy: 0.183738 Gibb's: 0.117194 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -321.1067663 -321.1288908 -321.1383997 -321.1415253 -321.1987292 -321.2093328 
MP2 -322.0817784 -322.1209399 -322.1697772 -322.1817025 -322.2523254 -322.3412588 
MP3 -322.1345911 -322.1695448 * * 
MP4SDTQ -322.1635435 -322.2031299 
CCSD -322.1465626 -322.1827795 
CCSD(T) -322.1658048 -322.2042337 
System: N(O)(O)(AA) Entropy: 143.454 Energy: 0.182313 
HF/6-31g(d)//HF/6-31g(d)= -321.0291666 Enthalpy: 0.183257 Gibb's: 0.115098 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -321.0988469 -321.1212291 -321.1307058 -321.1339742 -321.1910072 -321.2017091 
MP2 -322.0730857 -322.1124985 -322.1613649 -322.1734946 -322.2436632 -322.3328476 
MP3 -322.1261261 -322.1612677 
MP4SDTQ -322.1550152 -322.1947363 
CCSD -322.1381525 -322.1745415 
CCSD(T) -322.1572903 -322. 1958511 
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System: N(OA)(OA) Entropy: 141.987 Energy: 0.182913 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -321.0326233 Enthalpy: 0.183857 Gibb's: 0.116394 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -321.1012481 -321.1240467 -321.1335210 -321.1364617 -321.1939900 -321.2043507 
MP2 -322.0778719 -322. 1178482 -322.1670391 -322.1787068 -322.2491276 -322.3382782 
MP3 -322.1300107 -322. 1657345 * 
MP4SDTQ -322.1592819 -322.1997790 
CCSD -322.1420413 -322.1790759 * 
CCSD(T) -322.1614500 -322.2007888 
System: N(OAOAr) Entropy: 125.626 Energy: 0.182791 
HF/6-31g(d)//HF/6-31g(d)= -321.0299693 Enthalpy: 0.183735 Gibb's: 0.124046 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -321.0992303 -321.1202570 -321.1300237 -321.1332755 -321.1902073 -321.2012432 
MP2 -322.0774448 -322. 1150268 -322.1643412 -322.1766974 -322.2464255 -322.3358483 
MP3 -322.1294544 -322.1630647 
MP4SDTQ -322. 1590353 -322.1971563 
CCSD -322. 1415398 -322.1763254 
CCSD(T) -322.1611666 -322.1981639 
System: N(O)(A)(A)(A) Entropy: 144.319 Energy: 0.195439 
HF/6-31g(d)//HF/6-31g(d)= -301.2161105 Enthalpy: 0.196383 Gibb's: 0.127813 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -301.2797 438 -301.2977272 -301.3062005 -301.3098191 -301.3634752 -301.3747319 
MP2 -302.2395836 -302.2720460 -302.3175123 -302.3304711 -302.3966339 -302.4826022 
MP3 -302.2992897 -302.3285246 
MP4SDTQ -302.3285965 -302.3612219 
CCSD -302.3111500 -302.3411149 
CCSD(T) -302.3312210 -302.3630456 
System: N[AO(A)Ar] Entropy: 124.572 Energy: 0.195669 
HF/6-31g(d)//HF/6-31g(d)= -301.2078135 Enthalpy: 0.196614 Gibb's: 0.137425 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311 ++G(2d,2p) 
HF -301.2708985 -301.2872830 -301.2960604 -301.2995329 -301.3532939 -301.3648611 
MP2 -302.2364183 -302.2664137 -302.3125401 -302.3256184 -302.3912595 -302.4777572 
MP3 -302.2946968 -302.3218443 
MP4SDTQ -302.3249535 -302.3552850 
CCSD -302.3066227 -302.3343656 
CCSD(T) -302.327 4160 -302.3569966 
System: N(A)(A)(A)(A) Entropy: 143.489 Energy: 0.208279 
HF/6-31 g(d)//HF/6-31 g(d)= -281.3937321 Enthalpy: 0.209223 Gibb's: 0.141046 
Energy cc-pvdz cc-pvdz+ aug'cc-pvdz aug-cc-pvdz 6-311 ++g(d,p) 6-311++G(2d,2p) 
HF -281.4514348 -281.4653316 -281.4728682 -281.4767103 -281.5271135 -281.5389056 
MP2 -282.3974493 -282.4231531 -282.4653626 -282.4790666 -282.5411180 -282.6240038 
MP3 -282.4636389 -282.4871473 
MP4SDTQ -282.4934559 -282.5191250 
CCSD -282.4753422 -282.4990451 
CCSD(T) -282.4964116 -282.5216446 
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Correction terms Energy, Enthalpy and Gibb's Free Energy are in atomic units. 












Appendix C. BSSE for MP2/6-31+G(d,p) Geometries• 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD{T) 
N{O) cc-pvdz 8.35 14.28 13.96 
cc-pvdz+ 2.35 6.39 6.61 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.48 4.22 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 1.82 5.23 * 
6-311 ++g{d,p) 3.07 7.39 7.53 
6-311 ++g{2d,2p) 1.36 4.46 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD{T) 
N{A) cc-pvdz 8.91 16.79 16.68 
cc-pvdz+ 2.31 8.23 8.55 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.30 4.57 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.30 7.37 * 
6-311 ++g{d,p) 3.53 10.08 10.38 
6-311 ++g{2d,2p) 1.48 5.90 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD{T) 
W{O) cc-pvdz 11.56 24.56 24.71 
cc-pvdz+ 4.18 13.83 14.68 
aug'-cc-pvdz 3.10 9.42 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.62 9.78 * 
6-311 ++g{d,p) 5.68 16.80 17.19 
6-311 ++g{2d,2p) 3.79 9.98 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD{T) 
N{OO) cc-pvdz 8.59 14.65 14.36 
cc-pvdz+ 2.76 7.61 7.97 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.43 4.37 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 1.49 5.00 * 
6-311++g{d,p) 3.39 8.91 9.13 
6-311++g{2d,2p) 1.57 4.85 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD{T) 
N{O){O) cc-pvdz 8.35 14.10 13.80 
cc-pvdz+ 2.40 6.56 6.82 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.53 4.35 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 1.96 5.36 * 
6-311 ++g{d,p) 3.09 7.50 7.66 
6-311 ++g{2d,2p) 1.31 4.33 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD{T) 
N{A){A) cc-pvdz 8.10 14.41 14.28 
cc-pvdz+ 2.32 7.49 7.75 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.61 5.13 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.36 6.68 * 
6-311 ++g{d,p) 3.16 8.74 8.97 
6-311++g{2d,2p) 1.15 4.67 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD{T) 
N{OA) . cc-pvdz 8.99 16.02 15.83 
cc-pvdz+ 2.68 8.37 8.72 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.72 5.56 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.34 6.79 * 
6-311 ++g{d,p) 3.71 10.05 10.31 
6-311 ++g{2d,2p) 1.79 5.57 * 
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System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
N(O)(A) cc-pvdz 8.44 15.26 15.12 
cc-pvdz+ 2.34 7.73 8.01 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.71 5.51 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.43 7.00 * 
6-311++g(d,p) 3.30 9.18 9.44 
6-311++g(2d,2p) 1.25 5.04 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
W(O)(O} cc-pvdz 9.77 18.67 18.48 
cc-pvdz+ 3.40 10.06 10.55 
aug'-cc-pvdz 2.20 6.71 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.31 7.45 * 
6-311++g(d,p) 4.35 11.67 12.03 
6-311 ++g(2d,2p} 2.56 6.94 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T} 
W(A)(A) cc-pvdz 12.34 27.40 27.80 
cc-pvdz+ 3.39 15.25 16.25 
aug'-cc-pvdz 2.38 11.74 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 3.17 12.66 * 
6-311 ++g(d,p) 4.75 16.71 17.55 
6-311 ++g(2d,2p} 2.73 10.94 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T} 
N(O)(O)(O) cc-pvdz 8.07 13.39 13.10 
cc-pvdz+ 2.39 6.60 6.89 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.49 4.22 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 1.99 5.24 * 
6-311 ++g(d,p) 2.96 7.26 7.45 
6-311 ++g(2d,2p) 1.27 4.10 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
N(O)(A)(A) cc-pvdz 7.88 13.73 13.60 
cc-pvdz+ 2.40 7.49 7.78 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.60 4.94 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.52 6.67 * 
6-311++g(d,p} 3.04 8.43 8.67 
6-311 ++g(2d,2p) 1.10 4.36 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
N(A}(A)(A) cc-pvdz 7.68 13.28 13.16 
cc-pvdz+ 2.39 7.41 7.70 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.54 4.76 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.48 6.54 * 
6-311++g(d,p) 2.96 8.17 8.40 
6-311++g(2d,2p} 1.05 4.15 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T} 
W(O)(O)(O) cc-pvdz 9.69 17.80 17.54 
cc-pvdz+ 3.45 9.80 10.26 
aug'-cc-pvdz 2.02 6.20 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.15 6.83 * 
6-311 ++g(d,p} 4.11 10.89 11.22 
6-311++g(2d,2p) 2.23 6.39 * 
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System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T} 
N(A}(O}(O} cc-pvdz 8.13 14.29 14.15 
cc-pvdz+ 2.40 7.65 7.95 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.66 5.16 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.56 6.85 * 
6-311 ++g(d,p} 3.15 8.75 9.00 
6-311 ++g(2d,2p} 1.18 4.62 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T} 
N(O}(O}(O}(O} cc-pvdz 7.85 12.86 12.58 
cc-pvdz+ 2.42 6.97 7.30 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.45 4.15 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.12 5.32 * 
6-311++g(d,p} 2.96 7.48 * 
6-311++g(2d,2p} 1.35 4.19 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T} 
N(O}(O}(O}(A} cc-pvdz 7.90 13.61 13.48 
cc-pvdz+ 2.46 7.86 8.20 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.62 4.95 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.75 6.94 * 
6-311++g(d,p} 3.11 8.73 * 
6-311 ++g(2d,2p} 1.22 4.52 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T} 
N(O}(O}(A}(A} cc-pvdz 7.71 13.20 13.09 
cc-pvdz+ 2.46 7.74 8.07 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.59 4.83 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.72 6.84 * 
6-311 ++g(d,p} 3.02 8.47 * 
6-311 ++g(2d,2p} 1.16 4.31 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T} 
N(O}(A}(A}(A} cc-pvdz 7.54 12.78 12.66 
cc-pvdz+ 2.41 7.50 7.82 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.53 4.64 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.69 6.69 * 
6-311 ++g(d,p} 2.87 8.15 * 
6-311 ++g(2d,2p} 1.07 4.03 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T} 
N[O(A}(A}](A} cc-pvdz 8.26 14.27 14.14 
cc-pvdz+ 2.57 8.02 8.40 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.50 4.99 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.04 6.13 * 
6-311 ++g(d,p} 2.99 8.71 * 
6-311 ++g(2d,2p} 1.26 4.58 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T} 
N(A}(A}(A}(A} cc-pvdz 7.37 12.49 12.40 
cc-pvdz+ 2.47 7.53 7.84 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.52 4.59 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.67 6.69 * 
6-311++g(d,p} 2.86 8.00 * 
6-311++g(2d,2p} 1.02 3.91 * 
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Average Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
cc-pvdz 8.66 15.68 15.54 
cc-pvdz+ 2.67 8.40 8.79 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.72 5.50 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.37 6.90 * 
6-311 ++g(d,p) 3.45 9.57 10.33 
6-311 ++g(2d,2p) 1.58 5.36 * 
Standard Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
Deviation cc-pvdz 1.30 3.92 4.05 
cc-pvdz+ 0.52 2.30 2.49 
aug'-cc-pvdz 0.42 1.89 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 0.38 1.72 * 
6-311++g(d,p) 0.74 2.72 3.14 
6-311++g(2d,2p) 0.72 1.93 * 
a All units in kJ/mol. 
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System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
N(O) cc-pvdz 8.33 13.97 13.68 
cc-pvdz+ 2.29 6.11 6.33 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.52 4.14 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 1.92 5.23 * 
6-311 ++g(d,p) 2.96 7.01 7.16 
6-311 ++g(2d,2p) 1.25 4.21 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
N(A) cc-pvdz 8.20 14.45 14.30 
cc-pvdz+ 2.22 6.98 7.21 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.67 5.03 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.37 6.53 * 
6-311 ++g(d,p) 3.15 8.39 8.60 
6-311 ++g(2d ,2p) 1.17 4.67 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
W(O) cc-pvdz 9.77 18.86 18.73 
cc-pvdz+ 3.40 9.90 10.39 
aug'-cc-pvdz 2.53 6.97 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.54 7.85 * 
6-311 ++g(d,p) 4.53 11.86 12.22 
6-311 ++g(2d,2p) 2.86 7.26 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
N(OO) cc-pvdz 7.99 13.07 12.81 
cc-pvdz+ 2.46 6.58 6.90 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.30 3.77 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 1.38 4.38 * 
6-311 ++g(d,p) 2.99 7.63 7.83 
6-311++g(2d,2p) 1.37 4.13 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
N(O)(O) cc-pvdz 8.09 13.34 13.07 
cc-pvdz+ 2.27 6.01 6.26 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.44 3.98 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 1.91 5.05 * 
6-311 ++g(d,p) 2.84 6.71 6.87 
6-311++g(2d,2p) 1.19 3.91 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
N(AA) cc-pvdz 6.56 10.55 10.47 
cc-pvdz+ 1.84 5.38 5.61 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.23 3.39 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.06 5.09 * 
6-311 ++g(d,p) 2.12 5.80 5.96 
6-311 ++g(2d,2p) 0.80 2.77 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
N(A)(A) . cc-pvdz 7.77 13.31 13.19 
cc-pvdz+ 2.26 6.85 7.09 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.57 4.65 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.43 6.32 * 
6-311 ++g(d,p) 2.93 7.84 8.04 
6-311++g(2d,2p) 1.04 4.08 * 
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System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
N(OA) cc-pvdz 8.10 13.61 13.47 
cc-pvdz+ 2.30 6.87 7.20 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.41 4.42 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.02 5.68 * 
6-311 ++g(d,p) 2.84 7.85 8.07 
6-311 ++g(2d,2p) 1.21 4.13 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
N(O)(A) cc-pvdz 7.96 13.71 13.58 
cc-pvdz+ 2.27 6.90 7.14 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.62 4.81 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.49 6.46 * 
6-311 ++g(d,p) 3.01 8.00 8.21 
6-311++g(2d,2p) 1.28 4.24 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
W(O)(O) cc-pvdz 9.27 16.82 16.58 
cc-pvdz+ 3.18 8.73 9.12 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.94 5.74 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.12 6.52 * 
6-311 ++g{d,p) 3.93 9.98 10.27 
6-311 ++g(2d,2p) 2.20 6.04 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
W(A){A) cc-pvdz 9.45 18.03 18.03 
cc-pvdz+ 2.82 9.80 10.31 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.70 6.61 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.26 7.67 * 
6-311 ++g{d,p) 3.87 11.39 11.81 
6-311 ++g(2d,2p) 1.98 6.57 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
N(O)(O)(O) cc-pvdz 7.87 12.82 12.55 
cc-pvdz+ 2.28 6.21 6.49 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.45 3.99 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.01 5.08 * 
6-311 ++g(d,p) 2.80 6.77 6.96 
6-311 ++g(2d,2p) 1.18 3.79 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
N(O)(A)(A) cc-pvdz 7.61 12.84 12.73 
cc-pvdz+ 2.32 6.96 7.23 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.56 4.55 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.59 6.42 * 
6-311 ++g(d,p) 2.85 7.68 7.90 
6-311 ++g(2d,2p) 1.02 3.88 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
N(A)(A)(A) cc-pvdz 7.45 12.51 12.42 
cc-pvdz+ 2.32 6.93 7.20 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.51 4.43 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.56 6.34 * 
6-311 ++g(d,p) 2.78 7.51 7.73 
6-311 ++g(2d,2p) 0.98 3.75 * 
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System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
W(O){O)(O) cc-pvdz 9.23 16.29 16.03 
cc-pvdz+ 3.27 8.75 9.16 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.86 5.49 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.04 6.15 * 
6-311++g{d,p) 3.78 9.59 9.87 
6-311 ++g(2d,2p) 1.98 5.67 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
N(A)(O)(O) cc-pvdz 7.75 13.12 13.00 
cc-pvdz+ 2.32 6.98 7.25 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.60 4.66 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.63 6.49 * 
6-311 ++g{d,p) 2.91 7.81 8.04 
6-311 ++g(2d,2p) 1.07 4.02 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
N(O)(O)(O)(O) cc-pvdz 7.66 12.34 12.09 
cc-pvdz+ 2.33 6.60 6.93 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.43 3.96 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.14 5.19 * 
6-311++g{d,p) 2.80 7.01 * 
6-311 ++g(2d,2p) 1.26 3.89 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
N(O)(O)(O)(A) cc-pvdz 7.56 12.63 12.52 
cc-pvdz+ 2.38 7.27 7.59 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.57 4.55 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.81 6.64 * 
6-311 ++g(d,p) 2.88 7.92 * 
6-311 ++g(2d,2p) 1.13 4.02 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
N(O)(O)(A)(A) cc-pvdz 7.43 12.37 12.27 
cc-pvdz+ 2.38 7.21 7.52 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.55 4.50 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.79 6.61 * 
6-311 ++g(d,p) 2.81 7.76 * 
6-311 ++g(2d,2p) 1.08 3.87 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
N(O)(A)(A)(A) cc-pvdz 7.35 12.14 12.05 
cc-pvdz+ 2.34 6.93 7.23 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.50 4.37 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.82 6.61 * 
6-311 ++g(d,p) 2.70 7.54 * 
6-311++g(2d,2p) 1.00 3.66 * 
System Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
N(A)(A)(A)(A) cc-pvdz 7.17 11.87 11.80 
cc-pvdz+ 2.40 7.11 7.40 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.48 4.33 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.74 6.54 * 
6-311 ++g(d,p) 2.69 7.44 * 
6-311 ++g(2d,2p) 0.97 3.58 * 
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Average Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
cc-pvdz 8.03 13.75 13.59 
cc-pvdz+ 2.46 7.19 7.50 
aug'-cc-pvdz 1.59 4.68 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 2.32 6.14 * 
6-311 ++g(d,p) 3.05 8.07 8.47 
6-311 ++g(2d,2p) 1.34 4.39 * 
Standard Basis Set HF MP2 CCSD(T) 
Deviation cc-pvdz 0.80 2.08 2.08 
cc-pvdz+ 0.38 1.16 1.24 
aug'-cc-pvdz 0.27 0.88 * 
aug-cc-pvdz 0.38 0.87 * 
6-311++g(d,p) 0.54 1.48 1.74 
6-311 ++g(2d,2p) 0.50 1.09 * 
a All units in kJ/mol. 
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